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FORWARD

The research reported herein primarily represents studies conducted

to determine particulars about instrumentation requirements for research

utilizing scalp recorded electrical events as they relate to elements

defined by the social matrix. The studies are substantively interesting,

and the substantive content is what is reported.

The studies reported represent preliminary investigation and should

be so viewed. As such, they suggest an interesting phenomenon which is

reactive to social factors, and suggest the line of inquiry Is feasible

and potentially fruitful .
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INTRODUCTION
• 

• \~i Our objective in this report is to demonstr~~e the feasibility of

inquiry into the effect of soc ial comparison s i tuations on hemispher ic

lateral ization . We present the procedures and the results , wi thin a par-

ticular research setting, of several exploratory studies which taken

together suggest that linkages can be demonstrated between lateralization

and social variables .

Physiology dynamically reflects social interaction (Barchas, 1976).

Research which demonstrates that position in the social structure is apt

to elicit predictable physiological responses has focused mainly on

aspects of interpersonal hierarchical structures . In this arena , there is

sufficient evidence from our laboratory and others to show that hormonal

physiological processes are altered by social life (Barchas and Barchas ,

1975 , 1977). There is evidence now that there are patterned relationships

between the central nervous system and social behavior as wel l (Barchas,

Ecker , Jose , Kopel l , and Roth , 1975; Jose , 1977). This report focuses

upon the effect of certain elements of social behavior on the lateraliza-

tion of cerebral alpha activity .

A. Hemispheric Dominance and Lateralization

The human brain has two cerebral hemispheres , one on the right and

one on the left, which are connected by a bundle of neurons called the

corpus callosum. In humans , these two hemispheres exhibit functional

1~ 
special ization .1 Information on hemispheric functioning has come from

rich clinica l studies on hemispherectomized and les ioned patients (Bogen,

1969a,b; Hecaen, 1962), from patients in whom the hemispheres have been

separated (Sperry ,1974; Gazzaniaa , 1970), and from an ima l work (Dimond

Si
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and Beaumont , 1974; Mountcastle , hi62). More recently, attention has been

directed to intact-brain patients and to normally functioning individuals.

These studies often have used the EEG to measure and record br~in activity

(Donch in, McCarthy, and Kutas, 1977).

The accumulated evidence strongly suggests that in the human each of

the brain ’s hemispheres is functionally special ized (Mllner , 1974). Left

hemisphere activity is associated with certain cognitive tasks, while

right hemisphere activity is associated with other types of tasks. In

the intact brain of normal humans this hemispheric asymmetry of function

Is not an all-or—none affair; both hemispheres are simultaneously active

for any given mental task. Functional asymmetry, or lateral i zati on ,

refers to the relative activity of one hemisphere in comparison to the

other.

• For mos t normal, right—handed individuals the left hemisphere is

specialized for analytic and logical processes , including speech and

lan guage functions , and mathematical operations. The specialization of

the right hemisphere is interpreted to be superior for holistic and syn-

theti c funct ions , Includ ing visual and spatial processes. Several l abels

characterizing the functional differences for the left versus right brain

have been used: stimulus-response versus gestalt , algebraic versus geo-

metric , analytic and sequential versus analogic and holistic , rational

versus intuitive and emotional.

One large segment of la teralization research in norma l people has

directed attention to the question : “What are the hemispheres special-

ized for?” The approach to answerlna the questi on has been one of iden-

ti fying correlations between activity in each hemisphere and vari ous cog-

n itive tasks. Virtually all of these studies have followed a single
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experimental procedure (Butler and Glass , 1975 ; Doyle , Ornste in, and Gal in,
1974; Galin and Ornste in, 1972; Osborne and Gale , 1976). A series of tasks

is presented to a subject, some of these have been found to el icit predom-

inantl y left hemisphere activity . For example , typica l “left hemisphere”

tasks have been simpl e arithmetic~and counting problems , spelling lengthy

words, filling in missing letters or words, thinking of synonyms, writing

letters , and similar activities . Tasks shown to be handled preferentially

by the right hemisphere have included listening to music , recall ing facial

expression from photographs, arranging blocks and performing simi l ar

spatial tasks.2 The expression of hemispheric dominance by task depends

to some degree on the experience of the subject. For example , mus ic ians

are l ikely to go into a left hemispheric node when hearing music, whi le

nonmusicians favor the right hemisphere under the same conditions (McKee,

• Humphrey, and McAdam , 1973).

Our research focus is on the unexplored questions of shifts in hemis-

pheric bal ance under varying social conditions, rather than on task-

specific hemispheric activity . We hold cognitive task constant and vary

the social conditions under which it is performed.

B. Measurement 
-

Typically, in lateral izat ion work, surface electrodes placed at

homologous locations on the scalp pick up electrical cortical activity

generated by the brain , as subjects perform tasks. The electrical

impulses from each hemisphere are independently sent to an electroenceph-

alograph (EEG) for amplification which permits measurement. Various

researchers have favored different electrode placement , so that leads

from the occipital , temporal , and parietal areas have been used (Donchin ,

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~. ~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~ •
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McCarthy, and Kutas , 1977; LewIs, 1977). Each of these cortical lobes

• receives sensory information from the body. In each, most of the area is

devoted to “association cortex” (Teyler , 1975). We believe that the

social conditions of interest will probably act on all the cortical areas

of the brain. We claim no Insight into the mechan isms by which this

occurs. Rather, we seek to demonstrate the phenomenon. We have used the

occipital areas for electrode placement because of the accessible location

of the occipital , the rel iability of measures taken from the occipital ,

and because our task stimul i are visual. We believe it to be a conserva-

tive choice In terms of potential reactivity .

EEG act i v ity In the 8—13 Hz range (the alpha band) has been the mea-

surement most consistently used to Infer cortical activity . Alpha acti-v-
I

ity has been taken to represent the relative degree of waking restfulness

• of the brain; the greater the amount of alpha , the more restful the state

(Walter, 1959). Hence, within a subject, relative mental activity has

been inferred from a supressfon In the amount of alpha ; differential

level s In the amount of alpha in the two hemispheres allow inferences

about hemispheric balance of activity (Morgan, Macdonald , and Hilgard,

1974).

C. Rationale

We believe that it is likely that the social situation is compre-

hended and acted upon differentially by the two hemispheres. At this

4 point we believe that in normal functioning the special capacities of the

right hemisphere are utilized as the individual orients to a social

structure. We believe that the left hemisphere Is utilized to rational—

ize, label and actualize these perceptions , according to the rules ,
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norms, valuat ions appropriate to that situation .3 In summary, we bel ieve

that the left brain functions in part to rational ize the social structural

perceptions of the right brain , translating the basic right brain percep-

tions of social structure Into the cultural world of the actor.4’5

Most simply, we posit increased right-brain activity with increased

social l oading. By social loading, we mean the presence of perceivable

social information and~cues potentially relevant to the interaction situa-

tion in which the actor is engaged.

The dependent variables are constructed from measures of alpha pro-

duction of each hemisphere taken from the occipital regions. These are

used in the construction of two indices : an index of total alpha output,

and one of lateral ization of alpha . Al though both Indices are derived

from the same empirical data, they reflect different aspects of task

• involvement. Total alpha is taken as an inverse indicator of mental

engagement on the task. Lateral ization of alpha is taken as an inverse

indicator of relative hemispheric involvement which relates to the cogni-

tive mode employed.

Analysis of total alpha permits us to assess whether it does vary in

a patterned way relative to the social conditions. Analysis of hemis-

pheric lateral ity relates directly to our conceptualizati ons concerning

hemispheric balance.

Part II describes aspects of the design and execution of the research.

We present the analysis of total alpha in Part III , which is followed by

data bearing on our hypotheses about hemispheric shift in Part IV. The

analysis in Part V takes into consideration the cognitive mode in which

the subjects approached the task. Part VI consists of data summary and

concl usions.

S S

i
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It. DESIGN AND OVERVIEW OF THE EXPERIMENTS

A. Task Selection

Not knowing a priori the magnitude wi th which we would be dealing ,

nor the sensitivity of measurement necessary to pick up such a right

shift, and given our expectations associating social information with

right-brain phenomena, we wanted a task which would not in and o~ itsel f

el icit right-brain activity . W~ also wanted a task embedded in behavioral

research.

Therefore, we pretested each of five standardized tasks used in the

Laboratory for Social Research at Stanford Univers ity, with respect to

their effects on alpha l aterality. The tasks tested were the Rel ational
1

Insight Task, the Spatial Judgment Task, the Meaning Insight Task and the

two forms of the Contrast Sensitivity Task. From this pretest, we con-

clu ded that the Spatial Judgment Task, created and standard ized by Ruth

Cronk ite, met our needs. (Despite its name and the free association of

spatial orientation wi th right-brain activity , this task was performed by

most subjects as a left—brain , analytic task.)

The Spatial Judgment Task is an ambiauous , -b inary-choice , decision-

mak ing task , developed for use in the Expectation States Research Program.

In the trials of the Spatial Judgment Task, subjects view black-and-white

photographic slide projections of postcard scenes, usually exampl es of

European architecture, on each of which a white bar has been superimposed.

In each trial , subjects are required to decide whether the length of the

white bar is greater or less than-a standardized measurement which the

experimenter states. Although this task was desianed and standardized to

evoke estimates of “greater” or “less ” at a probability of about 0.50,

— 
~
— — j____

~5’_ •~ •. -~ a ~i .~-’%- ~~~~~a -  ~~~~~~~~.-
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subjects are led to believe that there are correct answers and that it is

possible to perform well .

Before the studies reported here were Initiated , a second pretest was

conducted to val idate our laboratory equipment and Drocedures by replicat-

ing alpha laterality results of other laboratories.

B. Laboratory Setting and Design

In practical terms , we desired a laboratory settina that would permit

control led manipulations , in which there were standards for assessment of

our behavioral manipulations , and one where repeated readings of alpha

would be possible while the subject was sitting quietly. To this end , we

seized upon the two—phase experimental paradigm established by Berger and

his col leagues (Berger, Conner , and Fisek, 1974) which has the desirable

characteristics of a highly controlled setting with standards for relia-

bility . We used this basic setting for each of the studies presented in

this report.

In this well-documented experimental paradigm , the subjects performed

a sequence of judgment tasks, giving an Initial and final response on

each trial. Al pha recordings from each hemisphere were taken while the

subject was studying the slides .

In the experimental conditions , a subject is led to bel ieve that

he/she possesses a level of competence in comparison to a national stan-

dard and in comparison to a partner. A two-phase procedure was followed .

In the first phase, subjects were performing as individuals (no social

loading) making an initial and final choice. In the second phase, they

performed the task under conditions of increased social loading. Prior

to the second phase , they were a) put into a team situation by being

~~~~

x 

_ _ _ _ _ _
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informed that they were now working with a partner, and b) they were put

into a comparison situation by being informed of their performance relative

to national standards and in comoarison to the performance scores of their

partner. Social loading was further increased in the final decision of

this second phase by c) giving subjects feedback from their partners, for

each trial , in the form of agreements or disagreements from the partner.

These occurred after the initial and prior to the subject’s final response.

For the control conditions , no manipulations were performed and the

two-phase procedure was as follows. In the first phase, subjects performed

as Individuals , making an initial and final choice on each trial . The

first phase is the same as in the experimental condition . After the first

phase was completed , subjects in the control condition were allowed a
I

brief rest period. The rest period corresponds to the point In the exper-

imental condition when the social loading manipulations were made , and was

of a similar duration . After the rest period, subjects again performed as

individuals , making an initial and final choice without a national compari-

son group, partner performance comparison , or partner feedback.

For both types of conditions , the setting met our requi rements for a

serial task which can be performed individually by each subject while S

permitting repeated alpha measurements. For the experimental conditions ,

it met the requirement of increased social loading (in Phase II) while

allow ing subjects to be their own control (Phase I). Also , because of the

elegant prior experimental and theoretical work from wh ich the setting was

created and in which it was embedded , we eventually can interpret the

social l oading manipulation in terms of expectation states theory. In so

• 

- 

dom e, subject responses (choices) could be used to relate hemispheric

balance to choice behavior.

I
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Several considerations entered into our choice of the specific status

manipulat ion to be used in the setting. Our objective at the time was to

man ipulate the status position of an actor (subject) in relation to a

partner , but in a way which maintained thei r status equality , so that

observed changes in lateralization could be related to social loading

unconfounded by differential status expectations between the actors.

Our criterion of status eauality between the interactants left us

with two manipulations from which to make our choice, the condi t ion where

both interactants are manipulated into a high status state (HH), or the

condition where both are manipulated into a low status state (LL). We

chose the high status manipulation (HH) because it seemed less likely to

stress subjects participating in the study and seemed most appropriate
t

for preliminary study.

C. EEG Equipmen t

Observations of occipita l EEG alpha (8-13 Hz) ampl itude from each

hemisphere were obtained by a Grass Model 5 Polygraph wi th three Grass

gold-cup scalp electrodes. Electrodes were attached to the scalp with

Grass EC-2 electrode cream at the central vertex (Ci) as reference, and

at each occipital region 01 and 02; a fourth, a groun~, electrode was

cli pped to the earlobe. The EEG information from each occipita l-vertex

l inkage was amplified by a Grass 5B amplIfier with 5P58 or 5P5C preampli—

fier. An analog form of EEG was recorded by the chart writer for purposes

of moni tor ing the occurrence of art ifacts , such as eyebltnk or 60 Hz

interference. A second record of EEG information was taken from the

amplifier by a Grass Model R5DC tape reverter and sent through a Med

Associates, EEG 500 al pha bandoass filter. The al pha components of the

____________ 
Si
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EEG signal were then processed through an analog-to-digital converter (Med

Assoc iates , ANL 940) and finally displayed In digital form on a multiple

channel counter display (Med Associates DIG 800, with adjustable timer DIG

800A). The counter is built wi th a holding register which allows the sum-

mation and readout of standard units based upon microvolts of alpha activ-

ity produced by the subject during the trial epoch (ten seconds).

Because of the responsiveness of the EEG measures, special care was

taken to reduce perceptual distractions. To this end , the lighting in the

laboratory was kept at a low intensity and care was taken to prevent

extraneous noise (i.e., no squeaking chairs , no pencil tapping). The

soundproof nature of the lab aided In this regard.

I

D. Hypotheses

Our general expectation for the mani pulation conditions is that

social loading will increase relati ve ri ght—brain activity . In the

selected experimental setting, the elements of social loading are:

(1) the equal competency manipulation of the subject vis4—vis his/her

partner and in comparison to a “national standard,” (2) workIng as a

partner In the second phase (team setting) after the manipulation is per—

formed, (3) Information feedback from the partner in arriving at a final

decision about the slide, and (4) partner agreement or disagreement wi th

the subject’s In itial choice. If an actor is manipulated into an equal

hi gh status state (believing that both he/she and his/her partner possess

hi gh ability in the task), we expect the actor will process information

while in that state in a more right—hemispheric (holistic) coonitive

mode.

SI
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If social l oading does increase right—brain contribution to hemis-

pheric balance , we woul d expect the following hypotheses to be supported
in our experimental setting:

1) Using subjects as their own control , in the team phase (Phase II)
of the experimental condition , we expect a relative Increase in riaht-
brain activity compared wi th the premanipulation phase (Phase I) of the
experimental condition .

2) After partner feedback in the team phase (Phase II) of the manipu-
lation condition , we expect a relative increase in right-brain activity.
In other words, we expect more right-brain activity on final than on
in itial choices after the manipulation .

3) We expect the right hemisphere to make a greater contribution to
total mental activity in experimental than In control conditions in
Phase II.

I

4) In addition , we tested the hypothesis that the right hemisphere
would make a greater contribution to total mental activity in final deci-
sions on disagreement trials than on agreement trials.

E. Experimental Procedure

This section describes the procedures of the separate experimental

studies conducted In the sequence in which they were run with a discussion

of the procedural refinements made at various stages. We describe in

detail the first stage, noting alterations in procedure for the second

and third stages.

1. Stage One: Male Experimental Condition

P In this first experimental condition , eight right-handed male college

undergraduates acted as subjects. Upon arriving at the laboratory , an

experimenter (E1 ) escorted subjects to an interview room where the purpose 
•

of the experiment was explained .

Ii
T~~ ’~1 ~~~~~ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Subjects were told they were participating in a two-part study . In

the first part, an ability test was to be administered wh ich the subject

would compl ete individually. For the second part , the subject would be

working with a partner as a team member on a simi lar ability test. The

“partner” was actuall y an experimenta l confederate. Subjects were led to

bel ieve that performance in the team situation , the second part of the

study, would require the use of the ability tested in the individual situ-

ation of the first part, thereby encouraging them to do as well as possible

in the first part.

It was explained that the test was designed to measure an individual

ability , cal led Spatial Judgment ability . This ability represents an

individual ‘s competence at estimating distances within the context of a

picture of a natural setting. It was further explained that the combined

score of in dividuals working as a team are typically higher than the com-

bined scores of individuals working separately.

Subjects were further told that the purpose of the study was to see

what types of brain activity accompany the taking of the test, both while

working Individually and as a team member. Thus, a mon i toring of brain

activity would be made while the tests were taken . Subject consent to

participate was then obtained .

The three Grass gold-cup electrodes were then attached to the scalp

of the subject, as described in section tIC, Equ ipment. Subjects were k
then escorted to an equipment room containinn a slide screen and poly-

graph , and were greeted by a second experimenter (E2). Each subject was

seated at a table next to a “partner” (the confederate) with a curtain

between them, block ing their view of one another. E2 sat directly in

front of the subject and “partner ,” at a distance of about six feet. ~
S

t j
— - I— —— -- 
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Three feet above E2’s head was a 20” x 24” rear projection screen for pre-

sentation of slides . Electrodes of both participants were connected to

the circuit board of the EEG.

E2 then restated the general purpose of the study before giving the

specific details of the test. Subjects were told that the Spatial Judgment

test had been administered to many col lege students throughout the country,

and that national standards had been established . By these national stan-

dards , a score of 7-10 correct answers was considered “superior,” 4-6 was

considered “average,” and 0-4 considered “below average.”

The test in the study ’s first part was to cons i st of a ser ies of ten

sl ides, each showing a picturesque scene of Europe in black and white.

Superimposed on the scene woul d be a single wh ite line in a vertical or

horizontal position . Subjects were to decide whether the line in the plc-

ture was greater or less than some specified distance announced by E2. The

procedure for viewing each slide was as follows : the subject viewed the

sl ide for a ten-second period (epoch) while a monitoring was made of his

al pha activity . The subject was instructed not to blink while viewing the

sl ide so that eye movement artifacts to the EEG recordings would be mini-

mized. He then recorded an initial answer by pressing a button on a con—

trol panel in front of him on the desk . After his initial choice had been

made, the same sl ide was shown a second t ime for ten seconds , and aaa in a

measure of alpha activity was taken . He then recorded his final answer

by pressing a second button on the control panel . Only the final choice

was believed by the subject to count toward his score . After the final

choice , the control panels were cleared by E1, who operated a master con-

trol panel from another room. After an initial practice slide , this same

procedure was repeated for each of the ten slides comprisin a the test. H

- j L i
-I-- 

-
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A third experimenter (E3) sat In the equipment room at a table con-

taining the analog to digita l converter, out of view of the subject. £3
hand-recorded the amount of alpha activity occurring In each hemisphere of

the brain of the subject for each ten-second epoch.

After the first “test” was comp leted , E1 entered the equipment room

with a score sheet containing the number of “correct” answers to the test.

It was publicly announced that the subject had scored nine of ten correct

answers and his “partner ” had scored eight of ten correct, placing both

participants in the “superior ” category on the “nat ional standards ” for

the test. This manipulation was designed to have the subject believe that

he and his partner were of equal ability .

E2 then explained the second part of the study, during which the sub-

ject would be working with his “partner ” (the confederate) in a team situ-

ation . In the team situation , each participant would view 25 slides

simi l ar to those of the first part of the study, the individual test. The

team score was to be the combined number of final correct answers made by

the participants working together. The subject was reminded that this

score was typically higher than the combined scores of individuals working

alone. Next was shown the “national standards” for team performance:

37-40 was “superior,” 32—36 was “avera ge,” and below 32 was “below averace.”

The procedure began as in the first part, with a viewing of the slide

for a ten-second period (epoch) while a monitoring was made of the alpha

activity . And again , the subject recorded his initial choice by press ing

a button on the control panel In front of him on the desk. A light on the

control panel then informed the subject of his “partner ’s” initial choice.

All communication between subject ani “partner” was throuch the control

panel , wh i ch was ac tivated by E1 from the master panel in another room.
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It was emphasized that the objective of the test was to obtain a hi gh team
• score and that, because of this , the subject should carefully consider his

“partner ’s” initial choice before making a final decision about the slide.

Twenty of 25 trials were control led to show disaareement on initial choice

between the participants ; five trials showed agreement.

Each slide was then viewed a second time for ten seconds, whi le aga in

a monitoring was made of the EEG. And finally, the subject recorded his

final choice by pressing another button on his control panel . After an

initial practice slide , this same procedure was followed for each of the

“test’s” 25 trials.

After completing the Spatial Judgment “test” of the team s i tuation ,

subjects completed a questionnaire designed to determine If the manipula-

tion had been successful . Subjects were then returned to the interview

• room, where electrodes were removed. They were further interv iewed to

determine if the manipulation was successful , then debriefed , paid an hon-

orarium of $5.00 and dismissed .

2. Stage II: Male Control Condition (No Manipulation )

Encouraged by the general results of the first experimental study ,

which are reported in the data section , we nevertheless saw the need to

rule out factors that may have contributed to the effects we observed and

to refine the elements of our experimental procedures.

As discussed later, a right shift was observed in the study just

described. We were concerned that an habituation-fatigue factor may have
5, .1

infl uenced our results. It may have been a consequence of the subject ’s

becoming habituated to the setting and becoming accustomed to the sequence

of events rather than respondina to the social loadina elements of the

- — — -
~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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I’
man ipulation. As a subset of this concern , we ques tioned whether the
shift of lateralization toward the right in the final decisfnn of Phase II

was due to ordering effects, including habituation . We also wondered if

the acts of making an initial and then final decision were determining our

results rather than the presence of social loading.

We therefore decided to establish a lateralization baseline wherein

none of the social manipulati ons were present and one In which ordering

effects could be accounted for. Therefore, we ran twenty right-handed

male subjects in the same experimental settina , but wi th no manipulation

and with no partner feedback.

In add ition , we made the following modifications In our experimenta l

procedures: (1) We equalized the number of Spatial Judgmen t slides pre-

sented to the subjects in each of the two phases of the experiment. For

• each phase , twenty slides were presented . (2) From the available Spatial

Jud gment slides , we selected the forty which most closely approached the

.5 probability of subject choIce. (3) Additional equipr~ent acquisition

permi tted us to run two subjects simultaneously, obv iating the need for a

confederate. And (4) subject responses to the stimulus slides (“greater ”

or “ less ” than) were recorded by an experimenter in both Phase I and

Phase II.

For the first experimental study , we had assumed that each slide in

the Spatial Judgment series approximated .5 probability of choice. We

subsequently discovered that several of the slides in the series deviated

-

‘ 

~ from .5 to an unacceptable extent, and were viewed as veridical by sub-

jects. We then selected the forty slides that deviated least from crite-

n on. Our choice was made from a slide-b y—s lide probability record

created by Ruth Cronkite , who ini tially pretested and standardized this

task.

- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ‘ _ _ ~~~~~~~~ 5 ~~~ 
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Al though we were concerned with the potential orderina effects, we
felt they had not, In fact , accounted for our results in Stage One. Thus ,

for the present study, we anticipated no ordering effects, and predicted
• 

no signifi cant differences In l ateralization between Phase I and Phase II

nor between the first and second choices In Phase II. Although we set out

to test this specific hypothesis, our more general concern was to estab-

l ish a baseline for comparison with further studies In which elements of

the manipulation were varied .

General procedure for this study, then, was essentially the same as

that for the first study, with these modifications. In contrast with the

first study, here subjects were not compared to a national standard , not

led to bel ieve they would be working with a partner, nor was feedback

given . Since this study has no manipulation , at the point in the proce-

dure where a manipula tion would normally occur, none was given and,

instead, the subjects were allowed a few minutes ’ rest period. Also ,

twenty slides were presented in each phase of the experiment.

3. Stage Three: Female Experimental and Control Conditions

We wanted a replication 0f the above studies with apDropriately ran-

domi zed conditions and wi th randomization of such potentially influencin g

factors as the room In which electrodes were attache d , seating with

respect to polygraph , and the room in which wiring was being done. Be-

cause of availability of subjects, we repl icated usina right-handed

female subjects. We anticipated no sex difference with respect to our
5,

general hypothesis.

For thi s study , we ran two separate conditions. The first of these

was a replication of the Staae One study , which involved the high—self ,

--
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high-partner competence manipulation , and partner feedback with subjects

working as a team in the second phase. The second of these was a basel ine

condition wi th no status manipulation , no feedback, no partner , in repli-

cation of the Stage Two research. Both of these were conducted with the

improved laboratory procedures of Stage Two; i.e., an equal number of

slides (twenty) In each phase (chosen to approach the 0.5 probability of

subject choice) and two subjects instead of the use of a confederate.

Importantly, appropriate randomization procedures were observed. Sub-

jects were randomly ass igned to the two conditions. Subjects were randomly

ass igned to the preparat ion rooms , where electrode placement and initi al

introduction to the study took place. Experimental assistants were ran-

domly assigned to the preparation room. Further, subjects were randomly

assigned to the seats in the experimental room.

Second, several steps were taken to Improve on the credibility of the

man ipulation. In addition to public announcement (by host experimenter),

each subject was shown a score sheet showing the “correc t” and “incorrect”

answers obtained by subject and partner. The announced score of subject

and partner were the same, so that there was no basis for believing they

were of unequal ability . However, to further insure credibilit y , the

score sheets shown the subjects, while indIcating the same score, were

different with respect to the specific “correct” and “incorrect” answers.

Finally, the national standards scores were adjusted to be several

points higher than the sum of the individual scores assigned to subjects.

This was done to strengthen the assertion that team scores were typically

higher than the combined individual scores.

The hypothesis of this study was essentially the same as that of the

first study, except that here we were in a position to make the desired

-- 
- _
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comparison s in the context of a single design . Further, we have intro-

duced procedural refinements, credibility of the manipul ation is greater,

and randomization permits use to use more powerful statistical models for

analysis.

F. Overview of Sequence of Studies

As noted, in pretests we demonstrated that we in fact could measure
latera lity in our lab , with resul ts comparable to those reported in the

l iterature. On the basis of pretests, we selected a task and an experi-

mental setting. We then began a series of experimental Investigations in

order to test our hypotheses. We report here on the first three stages of

this investigation . First (in Stage One), we ran a small group of right-

handed males who were manipulat ed Into equal high competence states after

• the series of individually performed trials to determine if, indeed , the

postulated phenomenon occurred and was detectable. We then conducted a

study with night—handed males in the paradigm used previously, omitting

all elements of the manipulation (Staae Two). We were particularly con-

-
~ cerned with having this data , in order to assess ordering and habituation

effects. Finall y (in Stage Three), we replicated the control and experi—

mental condition of the first two stages, making use of appropriate ran-

domization procedures with regard to variables such as condition assign-

ment, seating of subjects, room in which electrodes were attached. We

used right-handed female subjects for the two conditions comprising the

t replication .

For a schematic summary of the experimental conditions , see Figure la.

Fi gure lb schematically depicts the derivation of measurements for each

decision epoch.

7
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Figure lb
Schematic Representation of Derivation of Dependent Variables

Measures of alpha from the right and left hemispheres are taken

for each decision and on each trial in each of the two phases.

These measures are used to construct two dependent variables

for each of the four decision epochs, 1) total alpha activity ,

and 2) the lateralization index, for each person. Each indi-

vidual therefore has four scores by which he or she is charac-

terized. Aggregation across persons permits each condition to

be characterized in a similar manner. The schematic shows how

each deoendent variable is constructed for the n trials In de-

cision epoch Ti.

Ti Decision Epoch

I 
I’

Left Hemisphere Ri ght Hemisphere
Al pha Activity Al pha Activity

1’ 

I

(LII -s- RH) = Total Al pha

1

~~~~~ ~ (100) Lateralization Index

Positive L.aterality Index (more left hemisphere alpha activity)
indicates more right hemisphere Involvement.

Negative Laterality Index (more right hemisphere alpha activity)
indicates more left hemisphere Involvement.
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III. ANALYSIS OF TOTAL ALPHA AS AN INDICATOR OF MENTAL EFFORT OR TASK
INVOLVEMENT

Al pha production has been taken , convent ionally , to index the bra in

at rest. For a measure of total alpha , the scores recorded for each hem-

isphere were added together. Our recordings permit us to assess alpha

across the phases and decisions of our design , and to di fferentiate

between agreement and disagreement trials.

We are thereby able to use alpha production to assess relative mental

effort required by th.~ initial and final decisions , the two phases , and

agreements and disaareements within a condition . Clearly, we can compare

the ordinal characteristics of alpha production across conditions. We

have used t tests for statistical analysis. While t tests are inappropri-

ate where repeated measures are involved , the procedure seems warranted

due to the exploratory nature of the investigation and the small number

of subjects in some analyses. We adopt a significance level of .10 so as

to maximize our ability to detect differences. In general , our strategy

was to maximize the possibility of finding patterns in the data which will

Inform future research.

In the total alpha analysis,we f i rst calcula te an average total al pha

output for each individual in each decision epoch. This is done by adding

together for each individual the right hemisphere alpha and the left hem-

isphere alpha scores for each trial and then taking an average over the

total number of trials. Individual averages are then averaqed In each

decision epoch over all subjects in a particular condition to arrive at

an average alpha activity score for each decision epoch In a given condi—

tion . This Is the data which is analyzed. We look for changes in average

al pha activity across decision epochs and between agreement and disagree-

ment trials.

- .%1Th. -. ~~~~~~~~~~ 
..~~~a ~ ~~.,
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Anal ysis of total alpha activity is focused on changes In the quantity

of alpha across decision epochs. Phase I of the experimental setting con-

sists of two decision epochs, an initial choice on each slide (tl), and a
final choice on each slide (t2). Phase II also consists of two decision

epochs, an initial choice (t3) and a final choice (t4) for each slide.

Alpha activity is taken as an inverse measure of mental effort: the

more al pha the less effort. The less alpha the more effort. This inter-

pretation is consistent wi th that of the accumulated findings in the physio-

logical literature.

A. Stage One: Male Experimental Condition

• 1. Data

Figure 2 graphs data for total alpha scores averaged over the eight

subjects in the ~ale Experimental condition by decision epoch. There is a

significant increase in total alpha output from tl to t2. There is no

significant change in total alpha output from t2 to t3 for either agree-

ment or disagreement trials. There is a significant increase in alpha

output from t3 to t4 for both agreement arid disagreement trials. Statis-

tical tests are !ummarized In Figure 3.

Looking now at differences between decisions across phases , we f ind

a significant Increase in total alpha from initial choice in Phase I to

ini tial choice in Phase II, and similarly a significant increase in total

alpha from final choice , Phase I, to final choice , Phase II, for both

agreement and disagreement trials. Finally, we note that there is a sig—

nificant difference between agree and dIsaoree trials at t4.
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Figure 3
One— tailed t—Tests on Differences in Total Alpha Output

Across Decision Epochs for Male Experimental Condition (N=8)

Signif—
- icance

Comparison t Value df Level

Between trials:

tl vs. t2 2.32 7 .05

t2 vs. t3 (Disagreements) — 7 n.s.

t2 vs. t3 (Agreements ) - 7 
- 

n.s.

• t3 vs. t4 (Disagreements ) 3.04 7 .01

t3 vs. t4 (Agreements) 1.66 7 .10

Between phases:

tl vs. t3 (Disagreement s) - 1.70 - 7 .10
tl vs. t3 (Agreements) 3.15 7 

- 
.01

t2 vs. t4 (Disagreements) 2.11 - 7 .05

t2 vs. t4 (Agreements) - 2.06 7 .05

Agreements vs. 
1 83 7 10Disagreements at t4 S
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2. Interpretation

Taking alpha level as an inverse measure of mental effort in the sit-

uation (Hardt and Kamiya , 1978), we have an indicator of changes in sub-

ject s relative effort throughout different parts of this study. The data

is consistent with the following assertions:

1. Final choices in eIther phase are less involving (produce more
alpha) than Initial choices.

2. Choices in Phase II are less Involving (produce more alpha) than
the corresponding choices in Phase I.

3. FInal decisions on agreement trials are less involving (produce
more al pha) than final decisions on disagreement trials.

Increased al pha production seems to be associated with a) familiarity

with the task In general (Phase I/Phase II comparison), b) opportunity to

confirm initial judgments (Initial/Final decision comparison), and c)

social support from the partner (acree/disagree comparison).

B. Stage Two: Male Control (No Manipulationj

1. Data 
5

Figure 4 graphs data for total alpha scores averaged over the twenty

subjects In the Male Control condition by decision epoch. It also dls—

plays total alpha scores for the Male Experimental condition for compari -

son purposes. The same pattern of results Is found in this condition as

in that of the Male Experimental group. There is a significant increase

from tl to t2 and from t3 to t4. Across phases , there Is an increase (not

sign ificant) from ti to t3, and a signif icant increase from t2 to t4.

Statistical tests are summarized in Figure 5.
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Figure 5

One-tailed t-Tests on Differences in Total Al pha Output
Across Decision Epochs for Male Control Condition (N 20)

Signif-
icance

Comparison t Value df 
_______

Between tr ials:

tl vs. t2 1.79 19 .05

t2 vs. t3 - 19 n.s.

t3 vs. t4 2.56 19 .01

Between phases:

ti vs. t3 — 19 n.s.

t2 vs. t4 1.35 19 .10
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2. Interpretation

The data Is cons istent wi th the prev ious interpreta tion that final
choices requi re less mental effort than initial cho ices , and that Phase II
requires less mental effort than Phase I. We conclude that the effect of

decision epochs on mental effort is the same for the Male Experimental and

Male Control conditions.

C. Comparison of First and Second Stages

Measurements of total alpha in the Male Experimental and Control con-

ditions tell a consistent story. Al pha output is higher on final deci-

sions than on initial decisions in both phases for both conditions. We

interpret this as indicating that there is less involvement associated

wi th making the final decision , after havin g already come to a tentative

decision on the same problem . Initial and final decisions in Phase II are

hi gher in alpha than the correspondino decisions in Phase II for both

Experimental and Control conditions. We assume that this Is al so due to

reduced mental effort in Phase II compared with Phase I because the task

Is a repeat of the Phase I task. In the Experimental condition , final

decisions on agreement trials show more al pha than final decisions on dis-

agreement trials. This is consistent with the notion that there is more

involvement on disagreement trials. (See Figure 12 , pace 44.)

Finally, alpha output is substantially higher for Controls across all

decision epochs than for Experimentals. In the Experimental setting, sub-

-

S 

• jects were told at the beginning of the study that they would be working

with a partner and that comparative scores would be reported for both sub-

jects. This apparently created a significant increase in involvement for

T the Experimental subjects compared with the Control subjects for whom no 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
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mention of comparative scores or partner was made. We take this particular

• difference as suagestive only, due to equipment and calibration variation

between the studies .

D. Stage Three: Female Experimental and Control Conditions

In this study, females were employed as subjects In contrast to the

males of the previous studies. In addition , both Experimental and Control

groups were run on a randomized basis. This study employed appropriate

randomization and procedural protocols. Information gathered from the

first two studies were used to make changes which we felt added to either

the analys i s or measuremen t, or smooth running of the experimental setting.

In analysis 0f this study , we use the same format as in the prev ious

studies.

1. Data

Figure 6 graphs data for total alpha scores averaged over the sixteen

subjects in the Control (no competence manipulation , no partner, no feed-

‘ ack) condition for each decision epoch. Statistical analysis (Figure 7)

indicates that there is a statistically significant increase in total alpha

output from tl to t2 and from t3 to t4, but not from t2 to t3. Across

phases, there is a less s ignificant Increase from tl to t3 and from t2 to

t4.

Fioure 6 al so graphs total alpha data for the Experimental subjects ,

by decision epoch and agree-disagree trials in Phase II. Statistical

anal ysis (Figure 8) indicates that there is a sign i ficant increase In

total alpha output from ti to t2 and from t3 to t4. There Is also a sig-

n ificant decrease in total alpha from t2 to t3. These findings hold for

1

- 

-—
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Figure_7

One-tailed t-Tests for Differences In Total Al pha Output
Across Decision Epochs for Female Control Condition (N=l6)

Signif-
Icance

Compar ison t Value df Level

Between trials:

ti vs. t2 3.24 15 .005

t2 vs. t3 - 15 n.s.

t3 vs. t4 4.01 15 .005

Between phases:

tl vs. t3 1.52 15 
- 

- .10

t2 vs. t4 1.60 15 .10

0
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I

Figure 8

One-tailed t-Tests for Differences in Total Alpha flutput
Across Decision Epochs for Female Experimental Condition (N=l2)

Signif-
icance

Comparison t Value df Level

Between trials:

tl vs. t2 3.73 11 .005

t2 vs. t3 (Disagreements ) 1.47 11 .10

t2 vs. t3 (Agreements ) 1.62 11 
- 

.10

t3 vs. t4 (Disagreements) 3.82 11 .005

t3 vs. t4 (Agreements) 2.89 11 .01

Between phases:

tl vs. t3 (Disagreements) 1.48 - 11 .10

tl vs. t3 (Agreements) - 11 n.s.

t2 vs. t4 (Disagreements) - 11 n.s.

t2 vs. t4 (Agreements) - 11 n.s.

Agreements vs. 
- 11 ~DIsagreements at t4 -

- 

i
-I
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both agreement and disagreement trials. Across phases , the only sign-Ifi—

cant comparison is ti to t3 for disagreement trials.

We find no signifi cant differences between Experimental and Control

groups for Phase I initial or final decisions. For Phase II , all compari-

sons between Experimentals and Controls are significant; both initial and

final decisions , and agree/disagree trials (see Figure 9).

2. Interpretation

Our assumption concerning total alpha output Is that more alpha rep-

resents less mental effort for the individual in the situation . On the

basis of the mal e groups (Stages One and Two), we expected that there

should be less invol vement on final decisions than on initial decisions ,

less involvement in Phase II than in Phase I, less Involvemen t on agree—

ment than on disagreement trials , and less involvement in Control than in

Experimental groups . Thus, we should find increased alpha on final rela-

tive to initial decisions. This is supported by the data for both phases

of the Control group and for both phases of the Experimental group on

both agree and disagree trials. There is no inconsistent evidence.

With regard to phase differences, we find higher al pha In Phase II

for Controls than in Phase I. This conforms ~to the pattern . For the

Experimental group, however , we do not find differences between Phase I

and Phase II. Is this inconsistent? We think not. We have argued that

the invol vement associated wi th the task should decrease in Phase II

• 
- 

* 

relative to Phase I. However, in the Experimental condition , Phase II

has the added component of working with a partner , a partner who , although

• , as good as you are, nevertheless disagrees with you most of the time.

Apparently this source of involvement keeps the Phase II alpha outDut at
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Figure 9

One-tailed t-Tests for Differences in Total Alpha Output
Between Female Control (N=l6) and Female Experimenta l (M=12) Conditions

By Dedsion Epochs

Signif-
i cance

Comparison t Value df Level

ti — 26 n.s.

t2 — 26 n.s.

t3 (Disaoreements ) 1.807 26 .05

t3 (Agreements) 1.900 26 .05

t4 (Disagreements) 1.73 26 .05

t4 (A greements) 1.40 26 .10

-
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the same level as the Phase I output in the Experimental condition for

these female subjects.

With regard to the agree/disagree comparison in the Experimental con-

dition , the t-test is not sign ificant at the .10 level . (Experimental t-

value = 1.31 , t—value for significance at .10 level = 1.36.) The mean of

the agree trials at t4 is above the mean of the disagree trials at t4,

however , so the data does order in the expected direction .

With regard to the comparison between conditions , we f ind that in all

decision epochs the means for the Experimental group are below those for

the Control group. Statistical tests for differences between the groups

at each decision point indicate no sign i ficant differences for decisions 1

- 

and 2 (Phase I ) , but do ind icate sianificant differences between initial

and final decisions between the Control and Experimental groups on both

agree and disagree trials. This is consistent with our expectation if we

assume that for the Experimental subjects in Phase I the anticipation of

working with a partner in Phase II produced a slight increase In i nvolve-

ment , thus measurabl y l owerin g the al pha out put , but not to a statistically

significant degree. In Phase II , actually working with a partner and

receiving feedback from her about the correct answer should be a stronger

invol vemen t creater , and in fact a significantly lowered alpha output is

demonstrated. -

Under the assumption that total alpha activity is an inverse measure

of Involvement In the si tuation , the following conclusions and- interpreta-

tions can be made: -

1. In both the Experimental and Control conditions , in it ial cho ices
showed less al pha activity than final choices , both in Phase I
and Phase II , and for both agreement and disacreement trials in

I
_ _ _ _ _  —~~~~~~~
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Phase II. This is consistent with the notion that final decisions
on a problem al ready viewed are less involving than initial deci-
sions on a novel prob l em.

2. In the Control condition , Phase II choices are higher in alpha
activity than the corresponding Phase I choices , but in the
Experimental condition they are not. Th is is cons istent wi th the
not ion tha t involvement Is l ower in Phase II Control than in
Phase II Experimental because the subject has already performed
one series of problems and the second presents no new difficul-
ties , whereas in the Experimental condition involvement is not
lowered because of the social factors introduced by the competence
assessment and by a partner wi th whom the subject frequently dis-
aarees. Further, Experimental and Control groups are not signif-
icantly different on Phase I measures but are signifi cantly dif-
ferent on Phase II measures.

3. In the Experimental condition s the t4 alpha activity on agreement
tri als is higher, but not statistically significant , than on the
disagreement trials. This is consistent with the idea that agree-
ment trials are less involving than disagreement ones. Social

- 
support provided by agreement from the partner apparently lessens
task involvement. Disagreement trials are based on fifteen trials
per subject, while the agreement trials are based on only four
trials per subject. (A later study presents an equal number of
agreement and disagreement trials.)

E. Sun,nary of Total Al pha Analysis for the Three Stages

For the Male Experimental , Male Control and the randomized Female

Experimental and Control groups , right and left hemisphere alpha measure-

inents were added together to obtain a measure of total alpha for each sub-

ject in each of the four decision periods . Figure 10 presents mean alpha

scores for each condition by decision period . Fi gure 11 displays this

data graphically.

- 
-
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Figure 10

Mean Alpha Sco res (RH + LH) by Condition and Decision Per iod
for Four Conditions. (Standard deviation is given in parentheses )

Dec i sion Period

Condition Phase I 
— Phase II

Tl T2 _ T3 T4

Female 127.26 136.93 133.48 142.90 No Feedback
Control (37.04) (38.27) (42.91) (42.49)
N = 16

Female 108.02 116.05 106.03 115.36 Disagreements
Experimental (40.33) (46.71 ) (34 .86 ) (40.16)
N = 12 

-. 105.15 120.35 Agreements
- (32.94) (41 .70)

Male 133.56 138.72 137.93 147.36 No Feedback
Contro l (52.59) (55.54) (59.74) (60.41)
N = 2 0  

-

Male 53.84 60.80 59.82 - 66.90 Disagreements
Experimental (27.96) (32.61 ) (34.12) (39 .64 )
N = 8 62 .85 74.55 Agreements

(32.57) (47.19)

-I
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The foll owing observations can be made :

• 1. In all cases there is an increase in alpha activity from initial
choice to final decision (tl—t2 and t3—t4 in both phases in all

• conditions).

2. Level s of alpha activity in all four decision epochs is markedly
lower in Experimental conditions than in Control conditions.

3. In both Experimental conditions (Male and Female), the Phase II
increase in alpha from initial (t3) to final choice (t4) is
greater on agreement trials than on disagreement trials.

4. In both Experimental conditions (Male and Female), the Phase II
alpha l evel on t4, final decis ion, after an agreement tr ial is
greater than final decision after a disagreement trial.

5. Males and females show no significant differences in Control - 
-

conditions. (Comparisons of males and females across the Exper-
imental conditions is not possible due to equipment calibrations
used.) 

—

6. In itial and final choices in Phase II are characterized by
higher levels of al pha activity than the corresponding choices
in Phase I, except In the Female Experimental condition wherein
both Phase II al pha levels are lower than the corresponding
Phase I levels. In this respect the males may be interpreted as
reacting differently to the experimental situation than the
females. - :

These observations are amenable to a consistent interpretation across

conditions and decision periods. SInce al pha activity has been associated

with relaxation and being at ease, we interpret higher alpha activity in

this experimental situation as indicative of a greater degree of comfort

and less mental effort in the situation . Under this interpretation , we

see that subjects in all conditions were more at ease in Phase II than in

Phase I with the exception of the Female Experimental condition (we return

to this condition In a moment). In Phase II , whether the subject is

____________________________ ___________________________________________________ 
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working alone (Control condition ) or with a partner (Experimental condi-

tion), the task is no longer novel and hence rel axation should be

increased. In the Experimental condition , the subject has been told that

he or she Is very competent -on the task, which could facilitate relaxation

in the second phase. Indeed , for the Male Experimental condition , alpha

levels are higher in Phase II initial and final choice than they were in

Phase I, and in addition , the increase over Phase I levels is greater in

the Experimental condition than it is for the Control condition . However,

the Female Experimental condition presents a different picture , which we

will discuss momentarily.

Our Interpretation of alpha activity also makes sense of the differ-

ences found between Control conditions and Experimental conditions. In

the Experimental conditi ons, the anticipation of working wi th a partner

• (present in Phase I) and the actual presence of an 80% disagreeing part-

ner—d iscrepant wi th the manipulation of high competence—(present in

Phase II) s~~L’ld serve to increase invo l vement or focus in the situation .

Th is , ir ~ -n , would serve to lower alpha activity in the Experimental

conditions , ixactly as observed.

In the Experimental conditions , disagreement with the partner should

serve to heighten invo lvement and hence to lower alpha activity l evels ,

while agreement with the partner should lessen invol vement and raise alpha

levels. This i-s exactly what is observed in both males and females. Not

only is alpha output higher on final decision after agreement from the

- partner than on final decision after disagreement from the partner but ,

furthermore , the Increase In alpha level from initial to final choice is

greater on agreement trials than on disagreement trials. This holds true

for both male and female subjects in the Experimental condition .

__________ _____________- -
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Female Experimental subjects show lower Phase II alpha levels relative

• to Phase I levels. On the assumption that subjects are more at ease with

the task in Phase II because it is no longer novel , we argued that alpha

l evels should increase. This expectation is uphel d in the Male Experimental

conditIon , but not in the Female Experimental condi tion . Information which

may be pertinent to the resolution of this difference was obtained In post-

experimental Interviews. Female subjects frequently reported (and male

subjects did not) that they just didn ’t think they were very good at judging

distances . If this feeling was prevalent among the female subjects, they

may not have been more at ease with the task in Phase II than they were in

Phase I. This would account for the lower alpha activity for Female Exper-

imental subjects in Phase II relative to Phase I. Unfortunately, the post—

experimental questionnaire was not designed to systematically gather data

on this unexpected event. Thus, we have no rel iable means of directly

assessing this interpretation . We do, however, have at least an indirect

means. If it is true that female subjects were less at ease in Phase II

due to lower perceived competence on the task , then this should be reflected

in a comparison of the Male and Female Control conditions . We might expect

that males would show greater Increases in alpha activity in Phase II rela—

t ive to Phase I than females . This is true for the final decisions but not

for the initial choices. One more piece of relevant data should be pointed

out. The pattern of lower alpha activity for Female Experimenta l subjects

Is reversed in the final decision on agreement trials. Agreement trials

- for Male and Female Experimentals increases alpha activity . It may be that

this Information (agreement from the partner) is strong enough to override

the subject’s self-conception of her ability on the distance-judging task.

- Si
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We interpret these observations to be consistent with the assumption

• that changes in an individual’ s al pha output varies inversely with task

invo l vement. We conclude that alpha level is affected by condition , phase ,

choi ce, and feedback from partner. We have suggested that there may be an

interaction effect between sex of subject and the experimental manipula-

tion . It appears that for males the presence of a partner who disagrees

most of the time is not as great an involvement inducer as it is for the

females. We believe total alpha to be a useful and reliable Indicator of

involvement in social comparison task-oriented situations .

!‘

•

______________________________________ 
_____________________ 
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Figure 12

t-Tests for Difference of Means on Total Alpha Measures
Between Male Control and Male Experimental Conditions

for Decision Epochs and Agree/Disagree Trials

Signif-
icance

Dec ision Epoc h t Value df Level

1 4.035 26 .0005

2 3.696 26 .005

3 (Disagreements ) 3.455 26 .005

3 (Agreements) 3.331 26 .005

4 (Disagreements) 3.460 26 .005

4 (Agreements ) 3.045 26 .005

‘
-
~~~~~---— 1 , T ~~~~~ — : -

~~~~, 
-
~~~~
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~~ ~ ~~
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IV. AGGREGATE ANALYSIS OF THE LATERAL IZATION INDEX FOR THE FOUR CONDITIONS

Our last section showed that total alpha activity varies in a pat-

terned and reasonable way across conditions, between phases , between deci-

s ion epochs , and between agreement and disagreement trials. In this sec-

tion we continue to assume that alpha reflects brain at rest, and a further

assumption is that a differential change in the amount of alpha in each

hemisphere inversely reflects change in the differential contribution of

the hemispheres which , in turn , reflects altered coanitive processing.

It shoul d be remembered that our design has two phases , eac h with an

initial and final decision made for a series of trials. Within experi-

mental cond itions , social loading is represented by a comparison of Phase I

and Phase II, with Phase II being more heavily loaded than Phase I. Within

Phase II, the initial and final decisions are compared under the assumption

that the final decision represents more social loading due to partner feed-

back. Our hypothesis of shift to Increased right hemispheric contribution

under cond itions of social loading requires that we look at relative con-

tributions of the hemispheres across time periods which have different

social l oading elements but with task held constant.

For each person, for each decision on each - trial in each phase , bllat-

eral recordings of alpha (8-13hz) were taken from the occipita l area . This

data was rendered into an index 0f relative hemispheric contribution by

calculating , for each decision on each trial , (L-R/L+R)l0O . The index has

the virtue of compensating for shifting alpha production , ta kes into

: • account a changing denominator , and is appropriate for questions asking

about the relative contribution of the hemispheres . Neither total alpha

nor difference scores do this.

_______________________________ 

S
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The index was calculated for each trial , and averaged over the trials

• for each decision in each phase for each person. Thus, there are four

scores of la teralization for each person , one for each dec is ion or time
• period. The alpha index was averaged over persons to obtain a score for

each of the four time periods (initial and final decisions in Phase I and

Phase I I )  for each condition (Male Experimental , Male Control , Female

Experimental , and Female Control). These four scores characterize the

condition s and are the data analyzed in thIs section .

In the following, we first look at the means themselves by each con-

dition and aggregated to include all conditions—all Control s and all

Experimentals. We then compare, wi thin conditions , the scores for the

decision epochs to assess whether or not differences greater than chance

occur when predicted, In the Experimental conditions of social loading.

Subsequently, we examine the shifts which occurred between the initial and

final decisions of each phase to determine if the movement was by chance

and in the predicted direction . Finally, we present percentage of persons

who demonstrated a shift to the right in the two phases by condition .

A. Means of Latera1 i~y Index by Condition 
-

Fi gure 13 displays means , standard deviations , and standard errors of

the lateralization index for initial and final decisions for both phases

of each condition . For each condition there are four scores. The Initia l

and final decisions are referred to as ti and t2, respectively. The m i -

tial and final decisions within Phase II are referred to as t3 and t4,

respectively.
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Figure 13

Descriptive statistics for lateralization index, at each
time epoch for all conditions.

Time All E+C A].]. E All C Male E Male C - Female E Female C
Epoch N—56 N—20 N36 N—8 N—20 N—12 N 16

Ti
X — .82 .59 —1.61 7.91 0.63 —4.29 —4.41
SD 9.6 11.9 8.2 12.9 8.8 8.6 6.8
SE 1.3 2.7 1.4 4.6 2.0 2.5 1.7
CV* —11.71 20.17 —5.09 1.63 13.97 —2 .00 —1.54

-
~~~ 12

X .78 1.28 —1.93 6.71 — .74 
- — 2.34 —3.42

SD 8.2 9.3 7 . 4  9.9 8.1 7.2 6.5
SE 1.1 2.1 1.2 3.5 1.8 2.1 1.6
CV* 10.51 7.27 —3.83 1.48 —10.95 —3.08 - —1.90

T3 
-

X —1.13 .32 —1.94 7.87 —1 .62 —4.72 —2.33
SD 9.3 11.9 7.5 10.6 7.9 10.1 7.3
SE 1.2 2.7 1.3 3 1.8 2.9 1.8
CV* —8.23 37.19 —3.87 1.35 —4.88 —2 .14 —3 .13

T4 -

x — .97 1.56 —2.37 9.10 —2.00 —3.47 —2.84
SD 9.5 1.18 7.9 9 .9  8.2 10.4 7 .7
SE 1.3 2.6 1.3 3.5 1.8 -

- 3.0 1.9
CV* —9.79 .76 —3.33 1.09 —4.10 —3.00 —2.71

*The coeffic ient of variation by condition reveals that the Male Experi-
mental grou p has the smallest var iance in three time epochs and the Male Con-
trol the largest in four. The smallest variance, relatively, is f or All
Exper imental. at ?4 , the epoch with the heaviest social load ing .

_________________________________  - 
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1. Data

Immediate ly obvious from inspection of Figure 13 is the quite large

standard deviations and standard errors , suggestina great variability in

both the population and the sample. We make use of this observation In

subsequent analyses.

Also immediately obvious from inspection of the data is that some of

the scores are negative and some positive. Remembering that the index is

an inverse indicator of hemispheric activity such that a negative score

represents more right hemispheric alpha and more left hemispheric activity ,

we find that All Experimental subjects, male and female taken together,

show positive signs, while All Control s show negative signs, on each of

the four decisions. At the most gross level of analysis , we f ind that the

Controls are characterized in all time periods by left hemispheric activ-

ity and that the Experimentals are characterized by right hemispheric

activity.

The question should be asked why the Experimentals should show a dif-

ference from Controls in the first phase as well as in the second phase of

the experimental setting. We believe that the pre-sesslon instructions of

the Experimenta l groups introduced an anticipation of interaction with

social others and the anticipation shows up as right hemispheric on this

aggregate level . The Males show the same pattern between Experimentals

and Controls except at the initial decision in Phase I, ti. All of the

Females , however , for both Experimentals and Controls , show negat ive

scores , indicating in the aggregate a greater contribution by l eft

hemisphere .

It will be noted that the Female and Male Controls exhibit similar

~~~~~~~



signs , negative score s suggesting left brain activity . The exception is

• in tl, the initial decision in Phase I—the ~
1a1e Controls started with a

positive sign , indicating more activity in the right hemisphere , and in

• the subsequent decision periods exhibit negative signs , indicating more

activity in the left hemisphere . The Male Experimental aroup is charac-

teri zed in each time period by a positive sign , indicating that all deci-

sions were performed wi th more right hemi spheric contribution.

2. Interpretation

When All Experimentals and All Controls are examined , we find differ-

ences in sign which are in accord wi th the general conception of social

loading eliciting greater contribution from the right hemisphere. However,

• it would appear that the Male and Female Experimentals have behaved dif-

ferently in each of the time periods, with the Males showing right hemis-

pheric activity In the Experimental condition , while the Females show left

hemispheric activity in both Control and Experimental conditions in all

decision times .

Because of the large standard deviations and standard errors, we

anticipate that closer scrutiny is necessary to establish which factors 
- -

other than social loading are infl uencing hemispheric balance . It is

clear from just the aggregate means that sex of subject is a candidate and

that individual differences may be operative .

B. Statistical Comparisons of the Means of the Laterality Index

In the preceding section we looked at the means, their distribution,

and their signs. In this section we compare aggregate means to determine

if differences between the time epochs of each condition occurred by
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chance . Figure 14 presents the results of paired t tests , two-tailed , giv—

ing the probability that differences on the lateralization index between

decisIon epochs occurr ed by chance. The lateralizatfon indices , entered on

a trial—by-trial basis , are the data on which the statistical test is per-

formed. In addition to the t value and associated probability , the figure

indicates the direction of movement in the comparisons . A square around

the probability indicates that the comparison showed movement toward

increased right hemispheric contribution, and a circle indicates movement

within the comparison to the left , regardless of the probabilities associ -

ated wi th the differences .

1. Data

We find, not surprisingly, that when all conditions are combined
(N = 56), there is every suggestion that differences occur by chance.

S imi larly, looking at All Controls combined (N = 36), regardless of sex of

subject , we find no probabilities that suggest differences which occur are

due to factors other than chance. Comparing All Experimentals (N 20),

we find that the difference which is statistically significant occurs In

the comparison of the Phase II initial (t3) and final (t4) decisions

(t = -2.64 , p = .016). As predicted under conditlons of increased social

loading, the hemispheric movement is toward the right hemisphere .

Thus far we have looked at twelve t-test results. Only one is sig-

nifi cant. Chance could have entered Into this result. However , the sig-

nificant effect Is predicted by our hypothesis. It occurs where we would

• predict it to occur, in the condition of the heaviest social loading.

Nevertheless, the comparison in the Experimental groups of the two final

decisions (t2 and t4) yields a nonsignificant result , even though it

occurs in a critical comparison . Let us break down the Experimental and

Control groups by sex of subject.
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Figure 14

Probability that differences between time epochs occurred
by chance, using two tailed paired t statistics on
lateralization index. —3 — shift toward greater right
hemispheric contribution. ~~_— — shif t toward grea ter
left hemispheric contribution.

Time All E+C All E All C Male E Male C Female E Female C
Epochs N56 N20 N—36 N—8 N20 N l2 N—16

Tl—2
t —0.07 —0.61 0.61 0.56 —1.68 —1.04
P .94 .55 .54 .59 .~~~~~~ .12~ .31

)

T2— 3
— t

P .63 .52 .99 .52 .32 .29 .42

T2-4
t 0.27 0.58 —1 .38 0.56 —0.46
P .79 .84 .56 .20 .19 .58 .65

T3-4
t —0.44 —2.64 0.89 —1.27 —2.57  0.61
P .66 .02 .38 .9 .03k

df 55 19 35 1 19 
- 

11 15

____________________________ _____________________________________________________________ 

11
- 

- 

~~~~~~~~
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Looking at the Male Control group, we find a highly significant dif-

ference between the Phase I initial and final decision . At .01 probabil-
ity, the nonmanipulated Male Controls were likely to move toward more left

hemisphere activity . As the s tudy proceeded, the Control Males continued

to use relatively more left hemispheric activity, though not signifi cantly

so. Nonmanipulated males are likely, on the average, to produce laterali—

zation indices over trials which suggest that males handled the task in

left hemispheric fashion , never breaking out of that mode.

The Male Experimental group shows that they , too , in the first phase
comparison of initial ti and final decision t2, tended to move toward a

left hemispheri c mode, though not significantly so. In Phase ZI , the

Experimental Males have moved toward the right hemispheric mode (t3—t4),

though not significantly so (t = —1.27, p = .25). Neverthel ess , for the

males, the comparison Is in accord wi th predictions. Further , the coinpar-
(son of the two final decisions (t2-t4) shows movement toward the right

hemisphere (t = -.138, p = .20). In both of these critical comparisons ,

if the social loading hypothesis is to be tested, we find a movement

toward the- right as social loading Is Increased. - That is not the case in

either of the parallel control comparisons , where movement Is toward the

left. - 

-

k
The Female groups show both Controls and Experimental s moving toward

Increased right hemispheric involvement in Phase I, going from ti to t2 ,

the initial and final decisions. For the Female Control condition, none

• of the associated probabilities are significant , although the direction of

movement seems to be consistently toward the right. In the Female Experi-
• mental group, we find a statistically significant two-tailed t probability

in the t3 to t4 comparison (t —2.57 , p = .026 , two—tailed ) .

L
i

-
- _ - . UT1 ..~.. •~~~ ~~~~ 

- ~~~~~~~~~ 
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2. Summary

• In sUmmary, we find that on this most aggregated of data the hypoth-

esis of social loading is- supported in the t3-t4 comparison for both male

and female subjects. It is not supported in the comparisons of the two

final decisions (t2 and t4) where our hypotheses led us also to expect

differences. The Male Experimentals are in the right direction , as are

All Experimentals taken together in comparison wi th the Controls. However ,

the Female groups provide evidence in favor of the hypothesis only within

Phase II , the Initial t3 and final t4 choice comparison . We would have

expected the Female groups to provide support at the Phase I final and the

Phase II final comoarison (t2—t4) as well , and they do not. Moreover, the

Male Controls and the Female Experimentals suggest that the first phase is

an Important comparison . Perhaps the Initial and final decision per se

contribute to the effects- we have seen.

3. Al ternative Data Presentation

Figures .15, 16, and 17 present the foregoing data in a modified way,

in order to make comparisons clearer. Again , we present data which per-

mits a comparison of the subjects taken as an aggregate in order to make a

first assessment of our hypotheses and approach.

First , we compare All Experimentals and All Controls , regardless of

sex of subject, using the laterality index described above. The visuali-

zation permits the means for each decision epoch in each phase to be dis-

played along with standard deviations and the appropriate t probabilities

for each comparison. First, the aggregate for All Experimentals and All

- - Controls is presented, followed by that for all Male Experimental s and

all Male Controls. Finally, the Female Experimentals and Female Controls

- _ 
~_._; ,~ _ .. -. / , - -

~~~~~ :
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Figure 15

Comparison of All Experimental and All Controls between time
epochs on laterality index using two tailed, paired t tests.

— : mean taken over trials in time epoch

o : probability tha t differenc e is due to chance
1 or r : direction of movement with respect to hemispheres

All Controls: Ti T2
N—36 1
F—1. 6
M—20 —1. 1 —._—.__

~~~~~~~~~
- ) —1.93

:. 
_ _ _ _  

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  

_ _ _ _

All Experimentals: Ti r T2
-N—20
F—12 .59 55 ~ 1.28
M - 8

• 

- ¶~
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Figure 16

Comparison of women experimentals and controls on right dom,
t tests, two tailed .

- r
Ti r~..~ 1 Women Controls : —04.41 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ —03.42
N—16 

~~~~~~ 
r

Ti r T2

F 1 Women Experimentals : —04.2q ) —02 .34
N—12 

-O4~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 26 :_ o 3~~~~

- - -- J_ _ _ _
~•.~~~..~~~~ - . -‘ -,

~~~~~~:~
‘--

~~~ 

‘r~’~~~’ ~~~~~~~~ ‘ - ~~~~~~ 
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Figure 17

Comparison of men experimentals and controls using t tests,
two tails.

1

Men Control s : 00.63 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ )—00.74.N—2 0 

~~~~~~~~~~

Ti 1 T2

Men Experilnentals: 07.91 ) 06.71

- 
- .20 r

.516 .43

07’~8 ~~~~~~~~ ~ 
09.10

T3 r T4

- -  

~~~~~~~~ 
-

~~~~~- -

- . i -Me-
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are presented. It also should be remembered that wi thin conditions each

subject served as his or her own control for epoch comparisons. The pur-

pose of these tables is not to present new data but to present more com-

plete data of the sort al ready described , and in a way that the reader can

see what is happening.

It would appear that in the Control condition , men are shifting to

the left and that in the Experimental condition , which reflect social

loading, they are shifting to the right. For the women, we find a tendency

in the Control condition for the shift to be to the right. In the Experi-

mental condition , the direction of the shift is to the left wi th the excep-

t ion of the cr i tical measure taken, reflecting partner feedback, wh ich i s

to the right.

C. Compari son of Shifts

We now turn to a direct comparison of the shift which occurred in

Phase I and Phase II. To do this, we subtract the lateral iza tion index

for t2 from tl, to create a statistic which indicates the difference in

shift between initial and final decisions for each ohase. We have called

this the shift variable because it represents shifts within a phase. In

Figure 18 the data on the shift variable is presented for Experimentals

and Controls, by Phase I and Phase II , with standard deviations and stan-

dard errors entered below each shift mean. t probabilities for the like-

lihood that the differences between the Controls and the Experimentals

occurred by chance are also entered. We present the data for A l l  Experi-

mentals and Controls aagreqated, and for all Male Experimentals and all

Male Control s , and for all Female Experimentals and all Female Controls.

_______________________________  

____________________________________________________________ 
‘1 

-- -.~~~ — --- - -—--.•..--—
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Figure 18

Means, standard deviations and standard errors for shift
variables for controls and experimentals for Phase I and
Phase II. c test assesses probability that differences
in shift between Phase I and Phase II occurred by chance.

Categories Phase Controls Experimentals t probability

all: experimentals — 20 P.1 —00.32 00.68 .42
controls 36 03.2 05.0

00.5 01.1

P.11 —00.43 01.2 7 .015
02.9 02.1
00.5 00.5

men: experimentals — 8 P.1 —01.36 —01.19 .93
controls — 20 02.2 06.1

00.5 02.1

P.11 — .0038 .0125 .0125
27. 27.
00.6 01.

women: experimentais = 12 P.r 00.97 01.92 .52
controls = 16 03.8 03.9

00.9 01.1
P.11 00.4 9 01.28 .078

03.3 00.8
01.7 00.5 

____

,TJ~, T. •~~~4~~ 
.
~~~~~~‘ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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However, it is only the comparisons of the Females which are legitimate -

across conditions , for design arid randomization reasons.

1. Data and Interpretation of Shift Comparisons for Experimentals
• and Controls

We see that in each Phase I comparison the differences between Experi-

mentals and Controls on the shift variable could well have occurred by

chance . For each of th~ Phase II comparisons , the differences are attrib-

utable to chance only at the level of .07 or less. -

We expected that there would be less difference between Experimental s

and Controls in Phase I, as the social loading elements had not come into

play (except for anticipation of the Experimentals that they eventually

would be working with a partner). We expected the difference to occur in

Phase II comparisons , in which the ful l effect of the manipulations would

be called Into play . We take these results as partial support for the

social l oading hypothesis.

2. Data and Interpretation of Shift Comparisons for Varying Data
~ombInations

Figure 19 shows the means , standard deviations , and standard errors

for all possible combinations on the shift variable. The statistic pre— - 
-;

sented is the F statistic. - -

The data show a difference between All Experimental and All Control

subjects taken as an aggregate , which Is placed at the .02 level for

Phase I and the .13 level for Phase II. In both phases , Experimental

- subjects showed a positive signed mean , indicating that there was a shift

to the right , wh i le the Control subjects , taken as an aggregate , showed a

negative signed score , indicating a shift to the left . These resul ts are

F’
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Figure 19

Means , standard deviations, and standard errors of shift variable,
• reflecting the shifts which occurred from initial to final

decisions in Phase I and in Phase II. F statistic assesses
probability that differences between categories occurred by chance.

Phase Categories Means Standard Deviation Standard. Error F Probability

P.1 36 all C —000.32 003.2 000.5 .02
20 all E 000.68 005.0 001.-i -

P.11 36 all C —000.43 002.9 000.5 .132
20 all E 001.27 002.1 000.5

Males
P .1 20 MC —001.36 002.2 000~.5 .000

8 ME —001.19 006.1 002.1

P.11 20 MC —000.38 027.- 000.6 .880
8 ME 001.25 027. 001.0

Females -

P.1 16 FC 00.97 003.8 000 9 .872
12 FE 01.92 0.039 001.1

P.11 16 FC —00.49 003.3 000.8 .035
• 12 FE 01.28 001.7 000.5

A11 E
P.1 8 ME 001.19 006.1 002.1 .194

12 FE 001.92 003.9 001.1

P.11 8 ME 001.25 02.7 01. .171
12 FE 001.28 • 01.7 00.5

All C
P.1 20 CM —001.36 02.2 00.5 .025

16 FM 000.97 03.8 00.9

P.11 20 CM —000 .38 002.7 000.6 .383
16 FM —000.49 003.3 000.8

- . - .~~ ~~ •~~~~~~~~~~
-
, 

j ~~~~~ 
- 

~~
- 
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in the direction of our sociai loading hypothesis, are general ly true for

both phases , but show significance only for the first phase. The results

suggest that the task setting exerted an influence on the subjects,

diminishing differences over time. 
-

Males reflect a pattern similar to that described above. Females,

however , show no difference between Experimentals and Controls on the

shift variable reflecting Phase I (p = .880). However, they show a sig-

nifi cant difference in Phase II (p = .035). The female data, fn wh ich we

have the most confidence, supports the social loading hypothesis.

We also compared Control Males with Control Females , and Experimental

Males with Experimental Females. We cannot legitimately make these com-

parisons, but report them because they are suggestive of lines of Investi-

gation whi ch may be fruitful or are suggestive of pitfalls to be avoided

in future research. On these comparisons, we find no significant differ-

ences In either phase in the Experimental group comparisons of males and

females. However , in the Control conditions we find a significant differ-
ence in the first phase (p = .025), which diminishes to insignificance in

the second phase (p = .383). Our interpretation of this , were it to be

confirmed in a properly replicated study in which sex was a v~riab1e,

would be that the task diminishes differences between males and females,

such that the initial differences with which they entered the situation

are lessened through the process of being in the same kind of situation .

- 
Comparing across conditions, we find that the femal es exactly sup-

port our predictions in that the difference between Controls and Experi-
— mentals was significant only in Phase II. Direction is not easily

obtained from this data, and we use it to show differences in shift only.

I
_ _ _  

-

• — 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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However, reference to Figure 19 shows that in the final decision of the

second phase , Female Experimentals did indeed shift to the right hemisphere

compared with the first decision of that phase.

From this data on the shift variable for the female groups in which

we have most confidence, we conclude that there is a difference between

Phase I and Phase II. The data coincides with our social loading hypoth-

esis predictions In that the subjects differed in Phase U but not in

Phase I, and the difference is In the direction of a greater right shift

in Phase II.

3. DIrection of Shift without Regard for Numerical Scores

a. Aggregate by Sign

Figure 20 presents notations of the direction of shift by condi-

tion, without regard to numerical scores, when comparisons across deci-

sions of time periods are made. The t1-t2 comparison represents first

phase, t3-t4 comparison represents second phase, tl—t3 represents a com-

parison of the initial trial s in each phase, and t2-t4 represents a com-

parison of the final decision of each phase.

An immediate difference is that the Males and Females in both

Experimental and Control conditions are the reverse of each other in

Phase I , with the women moving to the right hemisphere , relatively, and

the men moving to the left hemisphere, relatively, In the tl -t2 compari-

son. In the Control conditions , the Males and Females are both shown to

have shifted toward left hemisphere activity in the t3-t4 comparisons.

This represents a continuation of an initial predisposition for the Males

• and a change for the Females. In the Experimental conditions , the Males

show a shift to the left in Phase I , as they did in the Control condition ,
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Figure 20

Compar isons between time epochs without regard
for numerical values to show direction of hemispheric
shif t .  Subj ects serve as own control.

Phase FE FC ME MC
Time Epoch

T l — 2  r r 1 l*~

T 3 — 4  r*** 1 r 1

Ti — 3 1 r (no change) 1* -

T 2— 4  1 r r 1

- 

***significant at .026, two tailed paired t
**significant at .01, two tailed paired t
*significant at .03, two tailed paired t

0 
- 

-

I’

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
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and they show a shift to the right in Phase II. The Experimental group of

women show a shift to the right in Phase I and an intensification of the

shift to the right tendency in Phase II.

Thus, both males and females show a directional consistency, by sex ,

across Experimental and Control conditions in Phase I. Al though both

males and females show support for the social loading hypothesis in phase

comparisons on the Experimental groups , it is not at all clear that they

get there the same way .

b. Percent of Subjects Shifti~q to Right

We agath ma ke use of the lateralization index but in a different

manner in order to capture something of the individuals who exhibited a

shift. Percentages are used in order to compensate for unequal Ms within

conditions. In this index , a negative score indicates more right hemis-

phere alpha . As alpha is taken to represent “wakeful restfulness ,” it is

an indicator within subjects of the brain less invol ved in the task. A

negative laterality - Index score represents relatively more l eft hemisphere

activity . This is because the right hemisphere, by our assumptions , is

producing more alpha and is taken to be relatively more at rest. There—

fore, the sign of laterality index reveals the hemi spheric mode in which

the subject processes the task. We turn , in Part V , to questions of the

hemispheric mode . Here , our primary concern is with relative changes in

the hemispheric balance , regardless of mode in which the task was

approached.

Shi fts to the right may occur in three ways : right hemispheri c mode

may become more right; left hemIspheric mode may become less left, and

left hemispheric mode may become riaht. Each of these- is a way for the
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hemispheric balance to shift so that the right hemisphere is contributing

relatively more activity than in a comparison period .

The basic hypothesis of the studies conducted was that in the presence

of social loading individuals would tend to shift to right hemispheric cog-

nitive activity. It shoul d be noted that this is different than having dom—

inant activity in the right hemisphere. Rather, it is a reflection of

relative contribution of the hemispheres. Indeed , there were a few m di-

viduals whose shift caused the balance to tip from one hemisphere to

another, but that Is not the focus of this analysis.

The cr i t ical  comparisons in our setting are between Phase I and Phase

II , for that is where the social loading factors come into play . Accord- -

ingly, we have graphed the percentage shifts to the right for male and

female Control groups from tl to t2, in Phase I, and from t3 to t4 In

Phase II. For the Experimental groups , we used the disagreement trials ,

although agreement trials are sketched in for reference. It should be

remembered that the experimental setting is such that each phase requires

an initial and a final choice . Prior to the second phase , the Experimenta l

groups were told that they and their partners did wel l on the previous

phase and are then confronted wi th 80% disagreements from the partner.

Fi gure 21 graphIcally presents the percentage of persons who shift to

the right from Phase I initial choice to Phase I final choice (tl -t2), and

from Phase II initial choice to Phase II final choIce (t3-t4) . For the

Phase II Experimental conditions , we differentiate between the 80% partner

disagreements and the 20% partner agreements .

The graph shows that , independent of cognitive mode in which the

fi rst slide series was viewed , 56% of the Female Controls shifted to the

right from tl to t2 and that 50% shifted to the riaht from t3 to t4. This

i
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Figure 21
Percentage of Shifts Toward

• More Right Hemispheric
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contrasts with the Female Experimentals (who anticipated working with a

partner later, who were manipulated into an HH condit ion , and who received

80% disagreements). From tl to t2 , 67% of the Female Experimentals

shifted to the right. With disagreements , that percentage went up to 75%
from t3 to t4. This suggests that, in fact, the presence of social fac—

- tors doe~ occasion a greater probability of right shift when task is held

constant. (It is interesting to note that among the females the l owest

probability of a right shift is on agreement trials. This suggests that

it is discrepant informa t ion rather than any information at all which will

occasion the postulated shift. It is our belief that had we chosen a more

powerful manipulation greater shift would have occurred both in frequency

and in intensity.) 
-

The males , in general , reflect a lower percentage of shifts occurring,

comparing them with the females. However, the direction is the same. As

with the women , the men exhibited a greater percentage shifting to the

right in the Experimental than in the Control condition . Further, the

disagreements occasioned the largest percentage of shifts.

c. Percent Shift by Right or Left Starters at tl

We have earlier expressed our concern over the difference in sign

- 
across subjects wi th which they performed the tl decisions . Figure 22

presents a graph showing the relative percentage of shifters within Phase

I and Phase II by condition . The reasoning outlined for the preceding

section applies here as well.

Wi thin the female group, we see that 50% or more of the subjects

shi fted to the right from each tl -t2 epoch , a finding which holds for both

Experimental and Control conditions for both right and left starters. On
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the t3-t4 comparison , less than 50% of the Control Females shifted to the

• right. On the t3-t4 comparison , for those Experimental Females who were

positive starters, we see all subjects showing a right shift on disagree-

ment trial s, with 50% showing a right shift on agreement trials. For

those Experimental Females who are negative starters, we see, for both

agreement and disagreement trials , a lower percentage of right shifters

than was the case in tl -t2. Disagreement trials produce a greater per-

cent shifting than do agreement trials.

For the male groups, we see that in the Experimental group both the

positive and negative starters produce more shifts to the right than do

the Control group. For both negative and positive starters in both con—

ditions , we see a percentage shift to the right in t3-t4. However, in

both tl-t2 and t2-t3, Experimental Males show a higher percentage of

right shifters than do Control Mal es. This is also true for the female

negative starters, excluding agreement trials.

D. Sun~nary of Aggregate Analyses

From these analyses of the aggregated laterality index and shift

variables , we find that the social l oading hypothesis is supported in the

phase comparisons , there being a greater shift to the right in Phase II

than in Phase I for the Experimentals but not for the Controls. Within

Phase I I , the t3—t4 comnarison is significant for the Experimentals but

not for the Controls. More men and women shifted to the right on disagree-

rnent than on agreement trials. These findings support the social l oading

hypothesis.

A surprise in the data came from the apparent sex differences . Men

and women both move toward relatively more right hemispheric contribution

under conditions of social loading but do so from a different base. In

- ‘1
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this setting and on this task, women were more “left brain ” and the men

more “right brain.” The data also suggest that the social setting may act

to diminish the initial sex differences. Thus , from the research there

emerge factors which are interesting in and of themselves, on the one hand ,

and which should be taken into account in future designs , on the other.

A potentially important , though inadvertent, finding is that anticipa-

tion of social interaction may produce an effect similar to that of actual

interaction. Both anticipated and real social interaction produce movement

toward increasing the right hemisphere ’s contribution , although it is with

real interaction that the movement becomes significant statistically.

Al though the data were generally supportive of the social loading

hypothesis , we have found the variance to be large , suggesti ng the neces-

sity for looking at individual differences. In this Part, we approached

that question by asking what percentage of the subjects within a condition

showed a shift to the right within Phase I and Phase II. Al though we found

that the number of subjects within a condition who actually shifted to the

right is In line with the data reported on the comparisons of the means ,

it is apparent that not all subjects demonstrated such a shift , thereby

suggesting that a portion 0f the subjects were providing the movement which

caused the statistical support for the hypothesis.

We noted that some subjects showed a negative and some a positive sign

on tl. From that observation , we conclude that people differ as to the way

they handle the Spatial Judgnent task. We will take those differences into

consideration in the next Part.

In concl usion , we find that our hypothesis of social loading is sup-

• ported in the main by the aggregate data analysis and that further analyses

are appropriate , taking into account the cognitive mode with which the sub—

j ects approached the task. -

_ _ _ _  
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V. LATERALITY AN ALYSIS BY COGNITIVE MODE

Hemi spheric lateralization of alpha activity is an index of the rela-

tive activity or inactivity of the two hemispheres of the brain , indepen-
- 

dent of absolute values of alpha production . The laterality index is a

measure of this relative balance between the hemispheres . Laterality

indices are computed according to the following formula:

LH - RH 1 0LH + RH ~ 0 ) .

This algorithm has several nice properties. It allow s the relative alpha

output of the two hemispheres to be expressed as a percent difference of
the total alpha activity . Positive laterality indices indicate the per—

cent more alpha activity in the left hemisphere . Negative laterality

indices indicate the percent more alpha in the right hemisphere . A lat—

erality Index equal to zero indicates that there is equal alpha activity

in both hemispheres.

Alpha activity is taken to represent a resting or “idling ” frequency

of the brain. When a subject is working on a task, the hemisphere wi th

the most alpha activity Is taken to be less actively engaged on the task

than the other hemisphere. Therefore, from a posit ive la teral ity index

(more alpha in the left hemisphere) we infer that the right hemisphere is

more actively engaged on that task. Similarly, from a negative lateral-

ity index (more alpha activity in the right hemisphere) we infer that the

left hemisphere is more actively engaged in task activity . We use the

phrase “right hemispheric cognitive mode” to refer to more right hemis-

pheric activity on the task. We use the phrase “left hemlsoheric coani—

• tive mode ” to refer to more left hemispheric activity on the task. Thus ,

for any given task an individual can be characterized on the basis of a

_____________________________________________________ 
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laterality analysis as employing a relatively greater left or right hemi s-

pheri c cognitive mode in solving the task.

In the anal ysis of l ateral ity ind ices , we first calculate a lateral—

ity index for each decision epoch on each trial for each individual . Then

we cal culate an average la terality index for each individual for each

decision epoch by averaging together the laterality indices for each trial .

These average individual laterality indices for each decision epoch are

then averaged together to obtain an average across individuals , or an aver-

age for a given condition , for each of the decision epochs. The averages

by condition for each decision epoch are the data we analyze. Dec ision

epochs are referred to as ti , t2 , t3 and t4. Epoch ti is the initial

choice in Phase I. Epoch t2 is the final choice in Phase I. Epoch t3 is

the in iti al cho ice in Phase II , and epoch t4 is the final choice in Phase

II. The data which follows is based on these calculations. In Appendix A

we present an analysis of laterality indices standard ized by resting lat—

eral ity basel ines for each subject.

In discussing changes in laterality indices between decision epochs ,

we use the term s “increase ” and “decrease. ” An increase in the value of

the l aterality index may represent one of three kinds of changes : 1) a

change from a negative laterality Index to a positive laterality index ,

2) a change from a negative laterality index to a less negative laterality

I ndex , or 3) a change from a positive laterality Index to a more positive

laterality index. Each of these is taken to represent a relative increase

in right hemispheric utilization. Similarly, a decrease in the laterality

index may represent one of three kinds of changes : 1) a change from posl-

tive to negative, 2) a change from a positive to a smaller positive value ,

and 3) a change from a negative va lue to a more negative value. Each of

- —~ 
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these is taken to refl ect a relati ve decrease in right hemi spheric

utilization .

In discussing changes in laterality indices between decision epochs ,

• we at times use the phrase “more right hemispheri c ” or “more left hemis-
pheric. ” More right hemispheric means any of the changes we refer to as
increases in the above paragraph (an increase in the relative amount of

lef t hem ispher ic al pha , or increases in right hemispheri c involvement on

the task). A change is more left hemispheric if the change is what we

calle d a decrease in the previous paragraph , wh i ch represen ts a rela tive

increase in right hemispheric alpha .

As noted in Part IV, it was observed that the Spatial Judgment task

is not hemispheric specific across subjects. That is , some subjects seem

to approach this task from a left hemispheric cogni tive mode , wh i le others

approach it from a right hemispheric cognitive mode. Since we are inter-

ested in loo king for sh i fts in cogn itive mode among i ndi v iduals , we have

separated the subjects into two groups, those who approach the task in a

left hemispheric mode and those who approach the task in a right hemis-

pheric mode. This was accomplished by taking the average laterality score

at tl for each subject as the indicator of hemispheric mode. Subjects

whose tl laterality index was positive were assigned to the ri ght hemis-

pI~erIc node group, and subjects whose tl laterality index was negative

sire assigned to the left hemispheric mode group. (These two groups are

S s 1 rnated by (+) and (_ ) ,  respectively, in subsequent portions of the

.‘
~•)
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A. Stage One: Male Experimental Condition

5 

1. Data

Figure 23 presents data on the Male Experimenta l condition for the

laterality scores by decision epoch: a) for all subjects combined , b) for

the subjects wi th positive tl laterality indices , ME(+), (right hemispheric

cognitive mode), and c) for the subjects with negative tl laterality

ind ices, ME(-), (left hemispheri c cognitive mode). Since there are only

two subjects in the ME(—) group, no conclus ions will be drawn from this

data.

Focusing on the subjects who had positive laterality indices at tl ,

ME(+), we find that there are no statistically si gnificant differences

• across any of the decision epochs or agreement/disagreement trial compari-

sons. This may be due to the small number of subjects involved (N = 6) .

We therefore examine the data to see if there is a consistent pattern. We

note that there is a drop in the laterality index from tl to t2; it then

moves back up at t3, and at t4 continues up for disaqre~men t tr i als , but

goes down for agree~ent trials. Going up means more of a right hemispheric

cognitive mode; going down indicates a more left hemispheric cognitive

mode. Thus, processing shifts more to the left hemisphere from tl to t2.

This may be associated with an easier task in t2, simply check i ng on the

previous judgment. There is a simi l ar left shift from t3 to t4 for agree-

ment tr ials.  These tr ials also may represent simp ly a check ina to see i f

my opinion holds , but there is not much concern , because my opinion has

already been validated by my partner. In contrast, where there is dis-

agreemen t from the par tner , it is not a simple checking operation , but a

matter of more complexity . My partner, who is good, and as good as I am ,

________  —~~~~-~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ‘ -
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disagrees wi th me. How am I to resolve this dilemma? In this situation ,

we see a sh ift to the r i ght cognitive mode. Thus , shifts to the r ight may

represent a) novelty (as in initial viewings of a problem), b) complexity

* (as in disagreement from a partner),or c) the effect of social loading in

Phase II. Shifts to the left may be associated with routine checking of

first impressions where no novelty or dilenina is present.

For those subjects (N = 2) who had negative laterality indices at tl , the

data is uninformative because their patterns of increase and decrease over

decision periods is not consistent.

2. Interpretation

- - Our concl usions from this analysis are tentative at best. No statis-

• tical differences were found. This may be due to the small number of sub-

jects. Thus , we are left to discuss in an intuitive manner the patterns

• in the data. It has been suggested that novelty (as in initial viewings

of a problem) and compl exity (as in disagreements from a partner who is

equal ly  h ighly competent as the subject on the task), or social loading

may produce higher l aterality scores, representing a shift toward a more

right hemispheric mode of cognitive processing. Routine checking on a

decision which has already beer made, wherein no novel ty or complexity is

presen ted , may be associated with lower laterality indices, represen ting - ;

a more l eft hemispheri c mode of cognitive processing for these Male Exper-

imental subjects.

B. Stage Two: Male Control Condition

• 1. Data

Figure 24 presents laterality indices by decision epoch for: a) all

______________________________ 
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Mal e Control subjects, b) the subjects with positive ti laterality indices ,

MC(+), and c) the subjects with negative ti laterality indices , MC(-). In

all cases , the laterality indices decrease over decision epochs. Statis-

tical tests are presented in Figure 25 for MC(+) subjects (N = 9) and in

Figure 26 for MC(-) subjects (N = 11).

Overall,the stati stical tests indicate downward movement over time ,

but several of the comparisons fail to reach si gnificance , apparently due

to wide variance in individual subject behavior.

2. Interpretation

Laterality indices over time in this setting tend to ao down slowly

for both the MC(+) and the MC(-) groups. There is much variance among

ind ividuals with regard to direction and the amount of change.

This downward trend over time is consistent with our previous inter-

pretation that novel ty and compl exity or social loading increase the lat-

eral ity index. In the Control condition , there is no novelty, compl exity,

or social loading introduced, so the laterality indices should go down .

C. Comparison of First and Second Stages 
-

The subanalysis for the Male Experimental condition for which we have

th~ most subjects ME(+), N = 6 , indicates that the laterality index

increased due to increased involvement stemming from novelty , complexity ,

and/or social loading . This idea is also consistent with the Male Control

data , wherein , in the absence of novel ty, complexity , and/or social load-

ing, laterality indices decrease.

Comparison of Control and Experimental groups, for subjects whose tl

l aterality indices were positive , indicate s that they are not statisticall y

________________ 
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Figure 25

• Summary of One—tailed t-Tests on Differences
in Laterality Indices for Male Control (+) Condition (N=9)

Signif-
icance

Comparison t Value df Level

Between trials:

ti vs. t2 2.27 8 .025

t2 vs. t3 - 8 n.s.

t3 vs. t4 — 8 n.s.

Between phrases :

ti vs. t3 1.45 8 n .s.
t2 vs. t4 - 8 n.s.

Figure 26

Summary of One-tailed t-Tests on Differences
in Laterality Indices for Male Control ( - )  Condition (N=ll)

Si gnif-
icance

Compari son t Value df Level

• Between trials:
6• tl vs. t2 1.70 10 .10

t2 vs. t3 — 10 n.s.

t3 V S . t4 — 10 f l .5 .

Betweenj, hases:

tl vs. t3 2.34 10 .025

t2 vs. t4 1.51 10 
• 
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different either in tl or t2 of Phase I but that they are statistically

di fferent at tl and t2 In Phase II on both agreement and disagreement

trials. t-tests for these comparisons are presented in Figure 27. The

l ateral ity indices for the ME(+) group in Phase II are higher than those

in the Control group, MC(+). Novelty presumably lessens for both groups

in Phase II , but the Experimental group is subject to increased complexity

and social loading in the form of wol’king with a partner . This apparently

serves to increase the laterality indices . (It is possible , however, that

this difference is due to changes in equipment and calibration between

Stage One and Stage Two.) 
-

There are too few subjects in the ME(-) group to put much faith In

their average scores, but In general a similar phenomenon seems to be

occurring, with some anomolles . No statistical comparisons are attempted

because of the small number of subjects (N = 2).

D. Stage Three: Female Experimental and Control Conditions

1. Data

FI gure 28 plots average laterality indices for Female Control sub— •

j ects : a) all together , b) whose ti l aterallt y ind ices were positi ve ,

FC(+), and c) whose tl laterality indices were negative , FC(-).

The re are no sign ificant differences between decision epochs for the

FC(+) subjects . This may be due to the small number of subjects in this

group (N = 3).

For the FC(-) subjects , there are signifi cant differences only

between t2 and t3, and between ti and t3. Since there are thirteen sub—

Sects in this group, we may have some confidence in this data. Statistical
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- 
Figure 27

t-Tests for the Difference of Means
Between Male Control (+ ) and Male Experimental (+) Conditions

for Decision Epochs and Agree/Disagree Trlals*

Signif—
- icance

Decision Epoch -t value df Level

1 - .803 13 n.s.

2 .940 13 n .s.

• 3 (Disagreements ) 1.554 13 .10

3 (Agreements) 2.201 - 13 .05 .
5 4 (Di sagreements ) 1.608 13 .10

4 (Agreements ) 1.526 13 .10

*Al terations in equipment between Stage One and Stage Two
require that this data be taken as suggesti ve only.
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tes ts are summarized In Figure 29. The trend over time is for the later-

• ality index to rise rather than go down , as it did in the Male Control (+)

and ( - )  conditions. Here we see a significant rise in the laterality

index from Phase I to Phase II.

One interesting observati on to be made from Figure 28 Is that later—

ality indices for the Female Control (+) and C-) conditions fall in a

mi rror image pattern. We wil l speculate on the possible significance of

this later.

Figure 30 plots laterality indices for the Female Experimental (+)

and (_ ) subjects and for both groups together . The Female Experimental

(+) subj ects , N = 4, show a rise in laterality index over the four deci-

si on epochs . Among adjacent decision periods , this rise is only signifi-

cant between t3 and t4 for agreement trials. However, the small N may

have precluded our finding differences when in fact they actually exist.

Between phases we find a significant increase from tl to t3 for disagree-

ment trials but not for agreement trials. We also find significant

increases from t2 to t4 for both disagreement and agreement trials.

The decrease from tl to t2 found in the ME( +) group Is not apparent

here in the FE(+) group; there is no change from ti to t2. Thus , what—

ever the effect of novelty on the FE(+) ~iroup, If indeed there is an H

effect , seems to sustain itsel f over initial and final decisions in

Phase I. An increase at t3 is obse rved, although it is not statistically

significant. Statistical tests are summarized in Figure 31. The effect
4

of complexity or social loading seems to increase the laterality index

from t3 to t4 , but this increase is only significant for agreement trials.

The laterality index for agreements is higher than for disagreements at

t4 , although not significantly. This is opposite to the ordering found L
in the ME(+) condition .

-
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Figure 29
— 5 Summary of Significant One-tailed t-Tests

on Differences in Laterality Indices
for the Female Control C- ) Condition (N=13)

Signif-
icance

Comparis on t Value df Level

Between trials:

tl vs. t2 — 12 n.s.

1 - t2 vs. t3 1.46 12 .10
t3 vs. t4 - 12 n.s.

Between phases :

ti vs. t3 1.63 12 .10

t2 vs. t4 — 12 .10
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Figure 31

Sumary of Significant One-tailed t-Tests
on Differences in Unstandardi zed Laterality Indices

for Female Experimental (+) Condition (N = 4)

Si gnif-
i cance

Comparison t Value df j~ vel

Between trials:

tl vs. t2 — — 3 n.s.

t2 vs. t3 (Disagreements ) - 3 n.s.

t2 vs. t3 (A greements ) - 3 n.s•

t3 vs. t4 (Disagreements ) - 3 n.s.

t3 vs. t4 (Agreements ) 3.5 7 3 .025

Between phrases :

tl vs. t3 (Disagreements) 5.66 3 .01

ti vs. t3 (Agreements ) — 3 n .s.

t2 vs. t4 (Disagreements) 3.53 3

t2 vs. t4 (Agreements) 8.66 3 .005

_______ - 
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The data for the Female Experimental (-) subjects shows aulte a dif—

• ferent picture from that for the Female Experimental (+) subjects. The

larger N in the FE(-) group may make this data more reliable (N = 8).

• Here we see a significant increase in the l ateral ity index from initial

to final choice in both phases and for both agree and disagree trials.

Statistical analyses are suninarized in Figure 32. There is also a siqn if—

icant drop between phases, from t2 to t3. No significant differences are

found between agreement and disagreement trials. We do not compare the

FE(-) group to the ME(-) group because of the small number of subjects in

the Male group (N 2).

Figure 33 compares Female Control (+) and (-) with Female Experi-

mental (+) and (-) by plotting averaae laterality indices across decision

epochs. Comparina Female Control (÷) with Female Experimental (+), we

see that there are no signifi cant differences between laterality indices

in either tl or t2 In Phase I. In Phase II, however , there are signifi-

cant differences for t3 and t4 for both disagree and agree trials. Sum-

maries of these statistical tests are given in Figure 34.

This data is consistent with the idea that complexity or social load-

ing in Phase II produces higher laterality scores. The ME(+) and MC(+)

data is also consistent with this idea . Data for the FC(+) and FE(÷)

groups Is not completely consistent wi th the ME(+) and MC(+) data in that

the Phase I lateral ity indices for the FC(+) group are not lower than for

the FE(+) group.

Comparing Female Control (-) with Female Experimental (-) , we find

a mirror image of the situation for the (+) conditions . For the (-) con-

ditions , there is acain no statistical difference between FC(-) and FE(-)

in Phase I, for ti and t2 scores; but In Phase II there is a sianificant 

- . -
~~~ . ~~~~- ... . . - . - J .. . . . r .. . 1Lr 1.r.. . -j  ::

-
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F i~ure 32

Summary of Significant One-tailed t-Tests
on Differences in Unstandardized Laterality Indices

for Female Experimental (-)Condition (N 8)

Signif-
icance

Comparison t Value df Level

Between trials:

tl vs. t2 1.68 7 .10

t2 vs. t3 (Disagreements) 1.48 7 .10

t2 vs. t3 (Agreements) — 7 n.s.

t3 vs. t4 (Disagreements) 1.54 7 .10

t3 vs. t4 (Agreements) - 7 n.S.

Between phases:

ti vs. t3 (Disagreements) - 7 n.s.

ti vs. t3 (Agreements) - 7 n.s.

t2 vs. t4 (Disagreements) - 7 n.s.

t2 vs. t4 (Agreements) - 7 n.s.
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• Summary of Significant One—tailed t-Tests
for Differences in Unstandardized Laterality Indices

Between Female Control (+) and Female Experimental (+) Conditions

Signif-
icance

Comparison t Value df Level

ti — 5 n .s.

t2 - 5 n.s.

t3 (Disagreements ) 1.978 5 .10

t3 (Agreements) 1.662 5 .10

t4 (Disagreements) 1.502 5 .10

t4 (Pareemen ts) 2.176 5 .05

— 

* 
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decrease in the laterality indices o~ the Experimental group at t3 and t4

* relative to the Control group. In this case, the Experimental group (-)

becomes more left hemispheric than the Control group (_) in Phase II. A

summary of these statistical tests is given in Figure 35.

2. Interpretation

The novelty-complexity/social l oading hypothesis does not fare well

in light of this data. This hypothesis was supported by an inspection of

the data on laterality indices for Male Experimental (+) subjects (N = 6).

As noted, the data for Female Experimental (+) subjects is roughly in

accord with the hypothesis, but the number of subjects is small (N = 4).

The data for Female Experimental (-) subjects (N = 13) shows a pattern

• opposite to that of the Male (+) subjects, but data on Male Experimental

(-), N = 2, seems roughly consistent with the Female Experimental (-).

This suggests that subjects who perform the task in the right hemispheric

cognitive mode, (+), may undergo different processes over time from those

who perform the task in a left hemispheric cognitive mode (-). The pres-

ent data is not sufficient to confirm this idea, because of small subject

numbers , but it is an hypothesis which seems to order the observations.

An alternative explanation which orders the data is the following .

Assume that the variations in Control condition measurements are really

not meaningful; i.e., that there is no change in Control subjects over

time from tl to t4. Further, assume that the impact of the manipulation 
p

on males is different than the impact of the manipulation on females,

thus creating different feelings of competence in females as opposed to

males. Then differences between mal e and female Experimental groups can

be attributed to differences in the expectation state the subjects are in.

I
_____________________________ _________________________________________________________ 
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Figure 35

Summary of Significant One-tailed t-Tests
for Differences in Unstandardized Laterality Indices

Between Female Control (-) and Female Experimental (_) Conditions

Signif-
icance

Comparison t Value df Level

tl — 19 n.s.

t2 — 19 n.s.

t3 (Disaoreements ) 2.145 19 .025

t3 (Agreements) 1.894 19 .05

t4 (Disagreements) 1.534 19 .10

t4 (Agreements) 1.422 19 .10
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This hypothesis can be tested using the P(s) data for Experimental subjects

to see if there is a significant difference between males and females.

Interview data from subjects Immediately after the experimental session
* lend some support to this ir~terpretation. Females much more often than

males reported, even after having been told they were good at the task,

that they just didn ’t think they had what it took to do this task. We may

have chosen, then, a task which Is culturally defined as being more ably

accomplished by males than by females, and this may have had an overriding

effect on our manipulation . No signifi cant difference between males and

females is found on the basis of P(s) scores, however. Thus, this inter-

pretation cannot be adequately supported from the data, either.

•

E. Summary of Laterality Anahsis by CQgnitive Mode for the Three Stages

In this general , concluding section we will focus upon the data for

which we have the most confidence: the Female Experimental and Control

conditions. These were the last conditions In this series to be run.

Both procedures and instrumentation were established by the time of these

runs. As these two conditions were randomized , comparisons between the

Experimental and Control are reliable, In addition to comparIsons across

decision epochs wi thin a condition , holding subjects as their own control.

In analysis of the laterality Indices for Female Experimental and

Control conditions, we make the following observations:

1. Phase I decisions , ti and t2, show no differences between Exper-
imental and Control groups for either (4) or (-) cognitive mode
subjects. This is reasonable since subjects in both conditions
work alone; i.e., under the same conditions.

I

S
I
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2. Laterality indices are significantly different between Experi-
mental and Control groups for both (+) and C-) cognitive mode
subjects in Phase II decisions; i.e., t3 and t4. This seems to
indicate that the man ipulation has a measurable effect on the
laterality index of the Experimental subjects.

3. The effect of the manipulat ion apparently has a differe~it direc-
tional effect on (+) as opposed to (-) cognitive mode subjects.
Those In the (+) cognitive mode deviate from the Control group
In the positive direction , while those in the (-) cognitive mode
group deviate in the negative direction from their Control group.
This observation can be seen graphically by reference to
Figure 33.

These observations may be interpreted in the following manner . Under

the pressure of social loading or social comparison , subjects work harder

on the task than they would otherwise. Working harder on the task , in

this context, seems to imply remaining In the same cognitive mode. Thus,

subjects in the (+) cognitive mode become more positive, while subjects

in the (-) cognitive mode become more negative.

The data on Male Experimental and Control support this interpretation

only In the case of the subjects in the (+) cognitive mode. We are unable

to say whether this represents a genuine difference between males and

females In reaction to this particular experimental setting or If It is

due to measurement error or alteration in facets of the experimental set-

ting itself. Further studies should explore this issue. (For reference,

means and standard deviations of laterality indices for all groups are

given in Figure 36.)

These data suggest that there Is no significant difference in later-

ality on agreement as opposed to disagreement trials. Whether this is

actually the case or whether It is a function of the small number of

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
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Flaure 36

Mean Unstandardized Laterality Indices for Four Conditions
by Decision Period and Initial Cognitive Mode

(Standard Deviation in Parentheses)

Decision Period

Condition Phase I _ Phase II

tl t2 t3 t4

Positive tl laterality coefficient:

Female Cont. 5.100 4.467 2.200 3.600 No Feedback
tl(+), N = 3 (3.315) (5.795) (3.740) (5.151 )

Female Exp. 4.725 5.050 6.725 8.025 Disagreements
tl(÷), N = 4 (2.494) (1.613) (2.371) (2.666)

5.800 9.275 Agreements
* (2.180) (1.320)

Male Cont. 8.400 6.700 5.511 5.322 No Feedback
• tl(+), N = 9 (5.200) (4.207) (3.681 ) (4.527)

Male Exp. 12.033 9.967 11.200 11.850 Disagreements
tl(+), N = 6 (12.171 ) (9.171 ) (10.183) (11 .023)

12.177 10.450 Agreements
(8.852) (8.536)

Negative ti laterality coefficient:

Female Cont. -6.660 -5.238 -3.377 -4.323 No Feedback
tl(-), N = 13 (5.245) (5.311) (7.585) (7.528)

Female Exp. -8.800 -6.038 -10.350 -9.413 Disagreements
tl(-), N 8 (6.554) (5.780) (6.589) (7.129)

-10.400 -9.138 Aareements
(9.285) (7.551)

Male Cont. -5.718 -6.827 -7.464 -8.000 No Feedback
N = 11 (5.035) (4.407) (4.799) (4.911)

Male Exp. -4.450 -3.050 -2.250 1.450 Disagreements
tl(—), N = 2 (3.748) (2.899) (3.606) (0.212)

-4.950 2.800 Agreements
(6.718) (2.828)

r
‘~1
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agreement trials resulting in unreliable me~~ures, we are unable to say.

A further study with equal numbers of agreement and disagreement trials

should be abl e to resolve this issue.

One final observation seems appropriate. We have said that we are

unable to make any statements regarding sex differences in laterality

indices on the basis of the data presented. This is not entirely true.

In the preceding analysis and discussion , we have focused upon changes in

laterality Indices over time and between conditions. We do not feel that

cross sex comparisons are justified in the context of this analysis.

However, it Is worth noting the proportion of male and female subjects

who approached this task in (+) and (-) coanitIve modes. Of the 28 male

subjects, 15 of them (53.6%) approached this task in a (+), right hemis-

pheric , cognitive mode. Of the 28 female subjects, only 7 of them (25.0%)

approached this task in a (+), right hemispheric , coanitive mode. A chi

square test of this relationship is significant at the .05 level

(X2 = 4.79, df = 1). Thus , there appear to be sex differences in the cog-

nitive mode wi th which males and females approach the Spatial Judgment

task. Males are split almost evenly between right and left hemispheric

cognitive modes. Females seem to prefer the left hemispheri c cognitive

mode.

We have demonstrated that lateralization of alpha is reactive to sit—

uations invol ving alterations in the social setting of decision—making.

The data only partially support the original hypotheses. This suggests

that under the conditions studied a somewhat different process is operat-

ing. The original hypothesis stated that the relative balance of hemis-

pheric activity would be altered under social loading so that there would

be a greater right hemispheric component. This hypothesis was supported

________________________________________________ Li
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by only those subjects who approached tne task in a predominantly right

hemispheric cognitive mode. Subjects who approached the task in a pre-

dominantly left hemi spheric cognitive mode showed a greater left hemis-

pheric component in cognitive processing under social loading . This sug-

gests that social loading increases the pre—existing differential in hem-

ispheri c activity or, In other words, causes one to go more deeply into

whatever cognitive mode he is employing on the task.6
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VI. CONCLUSION

In general , the resul ts of this series of studies indicate that scalp—

recorded alpha activity is reactive to the social environment. Specif-

ically, we have shown a) that total alpha output responds systematically

to the impact of social variables , and b) that lateral ization 0f alpha

activity also responds to the impact of social variables , particularly what

we have called social l oading.

We have taken total alpha output as an inverse indicator of task

Involveme nt. This seems to be a reasonable interpretation , s ince we found

that a) alpha increased on final decisions , b) al pha Increased from Phase I

to Phase II , c) alpha was hi gher on agreement than on disagreement trials ,

and d) alpha was higher in Control than in Experimental conditions.

We have taken lateralization of alpha as an inverse indicator of rela-

tive hemispheric involvement on the task. Analysis on the aggregate level

supports our initial hypothesis of a shift toward the right hemisphere

under social load ing. However, both sex and cognitive mode interact with

the phenomenon . Controlling for cognitive mode with which the subjects

approached the task , we found that under conditions of social l oading hem-

ispheric lateralization was increased in a direction consistent with m di—

vidual lateralizatlon preference on the task when working alone.

There are many directions future work could fruitfully take.

We have suggestions from the data of two potentially exciting areas

of inquiry within this experimental setting. First , It seems that antici—

pation of social Interaction as well as actual social interact ion may

Im pact on hemispheric balance. Second, it appears that the setting itsel f

serves to diminish initial differences between the sexes.

I
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Future research should mani pulate subjects into differential expecta-

tion states to determine the lateralization effect of moving into one or

another expectation state. Subjects manipulated into differential expecta-

tion states should be even more reactive to social loading than was the

case in this series of studies. In this paradiam, we could also make use

of the rates of influence in Phase II to interpret lateralization data

against a background of substantial behavioral data which has already been

collected in this experimental setting. In this report, we have not

approached the question of trial-by-trial analysis, wh ich mi ght reveal

interesting insights into proceses which occur over time in changing

lateral ization of alpha .

It may be fruitful to investigate the effect of other forms of social

l oadin g on lateralization of alpha. Conformity and normative behavior as

studied in the Asch and Sherif experimental settings seem obvious choices.

Both of these settings could be easily adapted to a1l~.w for the measure-

ment of alpha lateralization .

In addition to suggestina new research questions, the present series

of studies suggest at least two procedural changes. One involves the

choice of recording sites. There is evidence that suggests that the

occip ital region useo for recording in this study may not be the most

reactive site for measuring the impact of social variables . Recordings

from the temporal and parietal areas may be found to be more reactive.

In addition, equipment which permits the entire EEG spectrum to be recorded

and analyzed by components would improve the methodolooy. The other

change which seems to be suggested by this series of studies is to either

a) increase the number of subjects per condition , so that indIviduals who

approach the task in different cognitive modes can be separated out for

11
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analysis , or b) select a task which is more uniformly processed in a

• single cognitive mode by subjects.

In summa ry, we are encouraged by the present studies which suggest
• that both total alpha output and t ateralization of alpha are reactive to

social parameters. These studies investigate substantively interesting

questions and demonstrate a useful research tool . We believe that in

investigations of this kind we are approaching the very fundamental ques-

tion of how persons are able to orient themselves to varying social

environments .
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FOOTNOTES

1The capacity for l ateralization in nonhuman primates is not vet

established , although It is clear that humans are the most highly later—

alized of primates. It is possible that this evolutionary development

contributes to the richness of human social life in comparison with other

species. Jaynes, in The Origin Of Consciousness in the Breakdown of the

Bicameral Mind, equates utilization of the capacity for lateralization

with differences in consciousness and culture (Jaynes, 1977). Nobel

price-winning neurophysiologist Eccles suggests that l ateral ization of

hemispheres makes possible human ethical constructions (Eccles, 1976).

2The broad objective of the work which has been done to date by

other investigators has been to correlate hemispheric activity with well-

defined specific tasks. Presumably, a knowledge of the specializations

of the separate hemispheres in normal people would lead to a greater

understanding of how the brain interacts with the environment to produce

patterned behavior. However, this link has been only indirectly

establ ished.

We bel ieve that certain correlates of hemispheric activity have

implication s for not only individual but also interactive behavior. For

example , it has been shown that the right hemisphere is associated with

the perception and recognition Of facial expressions (Harmon, 1973; Levy,

Trevarthen and Sperry, 1972), and it has recently been shown that facIa~
cues are instrumental to status formation in face-to—face groups (Rosa,

1976). This association is potentially important for understanding face—

to-face interaction , since impressions of another are likely a factor
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which infl uences the structure and direction of communication between

• interactants. (ER)

3An example from clinical investigations of persons in whom the hem-

ispheres are not connected may serve to provide a holistic understanding

of the basic process we think is operant for the social realm. Gazzaniga

presented a detached-hemisphere patient with a cognitive task of match-

ing an item to an appropriate superordinant , associated cateqory. If the

item, pear, was presented to the left brain (by tachistoscope), the

patient correctly said “pear matches fruit” ; if presented to the mute

right brain , the patient correctly pointed to the appropriate match.

Gazzaniga asked the left brain of the patient for a match to a chicken

claw, and the patient correctly responded with “chicken coop.” The right

brain correctly, by pointing, matched snow to snow shovel , and the choice

was observed by the left brain. Gazzaniga then asked “why?” A moment of

puzzlement on the part of the patient (remember, the hemispheres of the

patient could not communicate as they were not connected, and only the

left brain is verbal) and the patient responded , “I need the shovel to

clean out the chicken coop.” (Gazzaniga, 1976). It is a process similar

to this that we want to investigate in normal subjects with social

phenomena.

4We believe that social categories, including stereotypes, are

basically right—brain constructions used in orienting the individual to

• his or her social world. Gestalt perceptions of the social world of

relationships become rationalized by the left brain. (Note: The right

brain is reputed to have a few words that are words of greeting, such as
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“hello,” “how are you,” and swear words. We take them to be words which

• express the general orientation of the actor in relation to a perceived

si tuation.)

We believe that social forms occur across eras, cultures, and peoples

and have recognizable characteristics in much the same way that linguists

argue for “deep structures’ In language which are identifiable across par-

ticular languages. It is our belief that humans have the genetic capacity

to perceive, create, and participate in social forms analogously to the

human ’s capacity for language acquisition and production. Cul tures and

individual experience react with this capacity to produce the remarkable

variation and elaboration of expression of social forms, and the content

they come to have.
• 

We bel ieve that humans perceive social structure and that the percep-

tion Is either accompanied by or immediately followed by a “matchIng”

through which the individual places himsel f or herself within the struc-

ture. By that act, the individual has established his or her structural

relationship to other actors In the system.

We therefore hypothesize that perceiving social structural relation-

ships Is primarily a right brain process (similar to real spatial orient—

ation) and that the left brain brings to bear the appropriate cul tural

and normative interpretative and behavioral codes necessary for the indi-

vidual to interact. This capacity should be particularly demonstrable

in small group Interaction. (PB)

5We have suggested that the right hemisphere is predominant in ori-

enting the actor to certain elements of social interaction . For the

present purposes, it is convenient to think of the left hemisphere as that
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which processes information for wh ich there is a logical—analytical —

rational algorithm readily available in making a decision . The right hem-

isphere is conceived of as that hemisphere which processes information

which may be pertinent to a decision , but for which there is no logical-

analytical -rational algorithm available. Thus, given a social Interaction

situation in which an individual has to make a decision , there may be two

different kinds of pertinent information in the setting: analytic and

nonanalytic. Information perceived as relevant to the decision which

requires analytic skill in making use of the information will be processed

predominantly by the l eft hemisphere. Information perceived as relevant

to the decision which requires some kind of nonanalytic skill in making

use of the information most likely will be processed predominantly in the

right hemisphere.

There is no analytic algorithm available to handle many kinds of

social information. For example , in the absence of other information ,

there exists no way to logically evaluate the fact that, in attempting to

solve a nonobjective problem , another person is in disagreement with you.

While an analytic algorithm is certainly possible for such social infl u-

ence information, it most likely would require a considerable amount of

data pertaining to the background of the disagreeing individual and his

history of performance in similar decisioncin the past. Al ternatively,
0

it would require definite expert knowledge of the objectively correct

solution to the problem. When this kind of information is not available ,

i.e., when no analytic algori thm can be constructed, the information may

be processed in a more right hemispheric fashion . This means that the

laterality index of the decision would have stronger right hemisphere corn-

ponent than if the social influence information had not been present in

the decision context.
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There may be conditions under which it is possible to construct

• analytic algorithms for seemingly nonanalytic social information . We call

an analytic algorithm so constructed an analytic transform, because it

allows one to transferm the problem in such a way that seemingly non—

analytic social Information can be processed in an analytic or left heriis—

pheric manner. One type of analytic transform may be an expectation state

(Beraer et at ., 1974). An expectation state is formed on the basis of

status information which differentiates interactants. Such knowledge,

particularly knowledge relating to performance abilities on the task in

question , may well provide a means of constructing an analytic transform

for social influence Information. For example, if a subject knows that he

is very capable on a particular task, and that his partner is particularl y

inept, then he will be in an expectation state in which he will expect to

do much better on the task than his partner, and will evaluate his own

answers more highly than those of his partner. In social comparison , or

social infl uence situations such as this , there is a simple analytic

transform for dealing with the social influence information so that it can

be processed in the left hemisphere. The transform rule might be stated

as follows: “When we disagree, I’ll stick with my own answer.” When such

an operational rule for making a decision is invoked , the left brain can

easily execute the analytic steps necessary to come to a decision . Thus,

this particular kind of situation (where performance abilities are known)

converts what otherwise would have been information which only could be

processed by the right hemisphere, into information wh ich can be processed

by the left hemisphere.

Thus, we believe that social information is often such that it cannot

be processed i:analyt1c ieft hemispher1c mode. : :::::::i.~~~~~~~~~~ ~~#‘~~~
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under specifiable conditions (i.e., in the presence of a differentiated

• expectation state) that an analytic transform can be brought to bear on

the processing of social information . This assumes that the left cogni-

tive mode is the preferred mode for decision-making and will be invoked

whenever possible. This may be culturally determined, but in Western

Industrial cul ture seems Intuitively to be the case. Our schooling, for

Instance , to which we subject children for a minimum of twelve years,

emphasizes almost exclusively analytic decision-making.

If the foregoing analysis is substantially correct, it has signifi-

cant impl ications for the ubiquity and power of general social processes

such as stereotyping, scapegoatina, ethnocentrism, and prejudice. In

light of the foregoing discussion , these processes can be seen as provid-

ing analytic transforms for certain types of social information which ,

while thought to be important to some decision-making contexts, are dif-

ficult to evaluate analytically. The transforms provided by these proc-

esses establish simple (perhaps simpleminded) and preferred analyti c

decision-making rules which serve to define and clarify potentially corn-

pl ex social situations. One would expect great resistance to modifica-

tion of attitudes or behavior based upon such transforms, because modifi -

cation would require not only coping with a larger amount of information

but also would require coping with the harder-to—evaluate (from an analy-

tic perspective) right hemispheric information . In addition , since these

transforms are derived from the right hemisphere, which Is not special-

i zed for critical analytic thinking , they may be all the more resistant

to change, since empirical data or persuasive argument have no way of

bearing directly on the modification of the transform. (WSJ II)
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6This observation may help explain why social pressure to chanae an

attitude or a behavior is sometimes successful and sometimes only

strengthens the attitude or behavior. For example , if the attitude or

behavior is based upon nonanalytic cognitive processes, social oressure

(social loading) may strengthen the right hemispheric cognitive mode,

reinforcing nonrational support for the attitude or behavior, thus making

it more resistant to change. However, If the attitude or behavior is

based upon analytic cognitive processes, social pressure may strengthen

the left hemispheric cognitive mode, opening the attitude or behavior to

modification by rational persuasion. This would suggest that rationally-

founded attitudes and behaviors may best be modified by rational dis-

course and argument, but that nonanalytically-based (i.e., nonrationally—

based) attitudes and behaviors may be capable only of modification by

nonrational , right hemispheric appeals.
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APPENDIX A: STANDARDIZED LATERALITY INDEX ANALYSIS BY COGNITIVE MODE

Standardized laterality indices are standardized for each individual

by reference to the normal resting, or non-task , laterality index of the
• individual. They are computed by taking the unstandardized laterality

index and subtracting from it the laterality index based on the baseline

measurement periods (the baseline laterality index). Letting ULI stand

for unstandardized laterality index and BLI stand for baseline laterality

index , the standardized laterality index (SLI) is given by the following

formula: SLI = ULI - BLI .

For each individual , a baseline laterality index is computed for

Phase I and again for Phase II. Baseline measurements are taken before

each slide series and after every five slides . Each baseline measurement

period is thirty seconds long, during which the subject is instructed to

keep his eyes open but to try to relax and not to think of anything in

• particular. (The exception to this is that baselines ~ the Male Experi-

menta l condition were taken with the eyes closed.) Standardized later-

ality indices for each individual on each trial are calculated by sub-

tracting the appropriate br~eline (Phase I or Phase II) from the unstan-

dard ized laterality index. Standardized laterality indices are then

aggregated in the same manner as was described for unstandardized later-

ality indices : first, across trials for a subject; then , across subjects

for a condition . Thus, we have standardized laterality indices for each

decision epoch in each condition . This is the data upon which this anal-

• ysis is based.

j S
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A. Stage One: Male Experimental Condition

1. Data

• Figure 37 presents the standardized laterality indices averaged across

subjects for each decision epoch: a) for all subjects combined , b) for

subjects with positive tl standardized laterality indices , ME(+), and

c) for subjects with negative tl standardized laterality indices , ME(-).

There are three subjects with positive ti standardized lateral ity indices

and five subjects with negative ti standardized l aterality indices .

We begin by considering the group wi th the greatest number of sub-

,jects, ME(-). Statistical tests across decision epochs are summarized in

• Figure 38. In spite of the small number of subjects (N = 5), we find sig—

• nifi cant differences in four comparisons. There is a significant increase

between t2 and t3 on disagreement trials. All subjects (five) increased
• in this comparison. There is also a significant increase from t3 to t4

for agreement trials. Four of the five subjects increased in this compari-

son. Four of five subjects also increased on the t2 to t3 agreement corn-

parison , and on the t3 to t4 disagreement comparison , but these differences

are not statistically significant. In addition , no significant difference

was found between agreement and disagreement trials.

We now consider differences between phases. No significant difference

• was found between initial choices in Phase I and Phase II. Significant

differences were found, however, between final choices in Phase I and

Phase II for both agreement and disagreement trials. On agreement trials ,

four of the five subjects increased. On disagreement trials, all subjects

increased.

In spite of the small number of subjects in the ME(+) group (N = 3),
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Figure 38

One—tailed t-Tests on Differences
in Standardized Laterality Indices
for Male Experimental (-) Subjects

Sign if—
icance

Comparison t Value df Level

Between trials:

tl vs. t2 — 4 n.s.

t2 vs. t3 (Agreements) — 4 fl.S.

t2 vs. t3 (Disagreements) 2.059 4 .10

t3 vs. t4 (Agreements) 1.980 4 .10

t3 vs. t4 (Disagreements) - 4 n.s.

Between phases:

tl vs. t3 (Disagreements) - 4 n.s.

tl vs. t3 (Agreements) - 4 n.S.

t2 vs. t4 (Disagreements) 2.331 4 .05

t2 vs. t4 (Agreements) 4.631 4 .005
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there were sign ificant differences in two comparisons (see Fioure 39).

• There was a signifi cant difference between agreen~ent and disagreement

trials at t4 (all three subjects were lower on agreement trials). There

was also a significant decrease from final decision Phase I to final

decision Phase II for agreement trials (all three subjects decreased).

2. Interpretation

On the basis of the unstandardized laterality indices , we suggested

that novelty (first choice) and complexity (disagreements and/or presence

of a partner) increase lateraltty indices . This conclusion is partially

supported by the standardized laterality index analysis as well. The

drop in laterality index from tl to t2 for tl (_) subjects (N = 5), while

• not significant , is in the correct direction , with three of the five sub-

jects changing as expected. Similarly, the increase from t2 to t3 Is
• consistent with this interpretation. Four of five subjects increased on

agreement trials; all five increased on disagreement trials. The increase

was significant for disagreement trials.

The laterality index at t4, however, is not lower than that at t3,

as woul d be consistent with our interpretation . Four of five subjects

Increased from t3 to t4. It is possible that this Increase is a result

of sustained complexity in the final decision due to the presence of the

partner ’s opinion . In any case, this data is in conflict with the pattern

presented by the unstandardized laterality indices .

It should be noted, however , that we are comparing standardized 1st-
erality indices for subjects who were initially negative, wi th unstandard-

ized laterality indices for subjects who were initially positive. We did

this because these are the larger of the two groups, respectively. It is
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Figure 39

One-tailed t-Tests on Differences
in Standardized Laterality Indices
for Male Experimental (+) Subjects

Sign if—
i cance

Comparison t Value df Level

Between trials:

ti vs. t2 — 2 n.s.

t2 vs. t3 (Disagreements) - 2 n.s.

t2 vs. t3 (Agreements) - 2 n.s.

t3 vs. t4 (Disagreements) - 2 n.s.

t3 vs. t4 (Agreements) - 2 n.s.

Between phases:

tl vs. t3 (Disagreements) - 2 n.s.

tl vs. t3 (Agreements) — 2 n.s.

t2 vs. t4 (Disagreements) 2.85 2 .10

t2 vs. t4 (Agreements) - 2 n.s.

Agreements vs.
Disagreements at t4
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possible , however, that positive and negative starters do not act in

• exactly the same way to the experimental setting. It appears that there

is, roughly speaking, a mi rror image difference between positive and nega—

tive starters on both standardized and unstandardized measures.

B. Stage Two: Male Control Condition

1. Data

Figure 40 presents standardized laterality indices by decision epoch

for: a) all male control subjects, b) subjects with positive tl standard-

ized laterality indices , MC(+), and c) subjects with negative ti standard-

ized laterality indices , MC(-). We note, f i rst of all , that the Male Con-

trol (-) group (P1 = 6) shows an increase in standardized laterality

indices over t ime, in contrast to both the standardized Male Control (+)

and the unstandardized MC (+) and (-) . This is due to a decrease in the

baseline laterality index from Phase I to Phase II for every one of the

six subjects in this group. Only half of the Male Control (+) subjects

had a decrease in baseline laterality index from Phase I to Phase II.

The pattern of results here follows the mirror image pattern noted pre-

viously.

Statistical tests for differences between decision epochs for the

Male Control (+) and (-) on standardized lateralIty indices are given in

Figures 41 and 42, respectively. Once again we are presented with an

inconsistent pattern of results.

2. Interpretation

There ‘s evidence for a general trend downward in standardized 1st-

erality Indices for the MC (+) group and an upward trend for the MC (-)
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Figure 41

• Summary of Significant One-tailed t—Tests
on Differences in Standardized Laterality Indices

for Male Control (+)Condition (N = 14)

Sign if—
icance

Comparison t Value df Level

Between trials:

ti vs. t2 3.148 13 .005

t2 vs. t3 — 13 n.s.

t3 vs. t4 1.693 13 .10

Between phases :

tl vs. t3 — 13 n.s.

t2 vs. - t4 — 13 n.s.

Figure 42

Summary of Significant One—tailed t-Tests
on Differences in Standardized Laterality Indices

for Male Control (-) Condition - (N = 6)

Signif- - -

- icance
Comparison t Value df Level

Between trials:

tl vs. t2 - 5 n.s.

t2 vs. t3 1.885 5 .10

t3 vs. t4 1.485 5 .10

Between phases: -

tl vs. t3 — 5 n.s.

tZ vs. t4 3.055 5 .025 
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group. This is the mi rror image phenomenon noticed earlier. The pattern

• here is distinctly different than for the unstandard i zed laterality

Indi ces.
• Thus, the data for the (—) subjects Is inconsIstent with the hypoth-

esis that novelty, complexity, and/or social l oading increase the lateral-

ity index.

C. Comj,arison of First and Second Stages

It is Inappropriate to make comparisons across the Control and Exper-

imental conditons on the standardized laterality index measure, because

the two conditions are standardized to different kinds of baseline measures

and were not run in a signal design. The Experimental subjects were Stan—
•

dardized to an eyes-closed baseline while the Control subjects were stan-

dardi zed to an eyes-open baseline. Ideally, baseline measurements would

be taken under conditions as close as possible to the task conditions.

Since the task employed here requires the subject to keep his eyes open so

he can see the stimulus sl ides, the eyes-open baseline is probably the

more appropriate.

D. Staqe Three: Female Experimental and Control Conditions -~~~

1. Data

Figure 43 plots standardized laterality indices by decision epoch for

Female Control (+), (—) ,  and all Female Control subjects. In the case of

the Female Control (+ ) ,  we notice a general downwarä trend over t ime in

the standardized laterality indices , but none of the comparisons is sta—

tistically signifi cant, apparently due to wide variance.
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In the Female Control (-) situation , the picture is quite different.

However, there is only one significant comparison in this situation : the

increase from ti to t2 (see Figure 44).

Our best guess is that this data shows no change over time in either

the Female Control (+) or the C-) conditions.

Standardized laterality Indices for the Female Experimental (+) and

(-) groups are plotted in Figure 45. StatIstical analysis of the Female

Experimental (+) condition is meaningless due to the fact that there are

only two subjects in this condition . Therefore, we focus on the Female

Experimental (-) condition. Here we see a pattern similar to that of the

Female Control (-). As in that case, only one comparison is statistically

signifi cant: the increase from tl to t2 (see Figure 46).

These data do not show much in the way of statistical sicnificance .

The ordinal pattern which appears in the Female Control (-) is the same

as in the Female Experimental (). This is only interpretable If we

assume that the manipu lation and presence of a partner had no effect on

the subjects. This seems implausible .

Figure 47 graphs Female Control and Experimental , (+) and (-),  stan-

dardized laterality indices . Comparing Female Experimental (÷) and Female

Control (+), we see that the Phase I scores, ti and t2, are not statis-

tically different but that the Phase II scores, t3 and t4, are signifi-

cantly higher for the Experimental group. Statistica l tests are sumar-

ized In Figure 48. ThIs is consistent with the notion that the added corn-
1~plexity or social loading in Phase I! Increases the laterality index.

Figure 49 presents a summary of the statistical tests for differences

between the Female Control (-) and Female Experimental (_) conditions.

Only one significant difference is found, between t4 for the Controls and f

- 
-

~~~~~~ “ - — - .- - — -  , ~~~~ 
- ~~4 :~s’
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Figure 44

Summary of Significant One—tailed t—Tests

on Differences in Standardized Laterality Indices

for Female Control (-) Condition , N = 9

Sign i f—
icance

Con~arlson t Value df Level

Between trials:

tl vs. t2 1.70 8 .10

t2 vs. t3 - 8 n.s.

t3 vs. t4 - 8 n.s.

Between phases :

ti vs. t3 — 8 n.s.
t2 vs. t4 — 8. - n.s.
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Figure 46

Summary of Significant One—Tailed 1-Tests

on Differences in Standardized Laterality Indices

for Female Experimenta l (_) Condition (N = 10)

Signif-
icance

Comparison I Va lue df Level

Between decisions:

11 vs. T2 1.996 9 .05

12 vs. T3 (Disagreements ) — 9 - n.s.

12 vs. T3 (Agreements) - 9 n.s.

13 vs. 14 (Disagreements) - 9 n.s.

T3 vs. T4 (Agreements ) - 9 n.s.

Between phases:

Tl vs. 13 (Disagreements) - 9 n.s.

Ti vs. 13 (Agreements) - 
-

- 9 n.s.

12 vs. 14 (Disagreements) - 9 fl.S •

T2 vs. T4 (Agreements) - 9 fl.5.
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I

Figure 48

Summary of Significant One—tailed 1-Tests
I

for Differences in Standardized Laterality Indices

Between Female Control (+) and Female Experimental (+) Conditions

by Decision Period

Signif-
icance

Comparison I Value df Level

Ti — 7 n.s.

12 - 7 n.s.

13 (Disagreements) 1.585 7 .01

13 (Agreements) - 7 n.s.

14 (Disagreements) 2.612 7 .025

14 (Agreements) 1.714 7 .10
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Fiqure 49

Summary of Significant One-Tailed 1-Tests
for Differences in Standardized Laterality Indices

Between Female Control (-) and Female Experimental (-) Conditions
by Decision Period

Signif-
icance

Comparison I Value df Level

Ti — 17 n.s.

12 - 17 n.s.

13 (Disagreements) - 17 fl.S.

13 (Agreements) - 17 fl.S.

14 (Disagreements) - 17 fl.5.

14 (Agreements) 2.044 17 .05
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t4 on agreement trials for the Experimentals. Our conclusion from this

is that the Experimental manipulation seems to have had no effect.

2. Interpretation

In the data set consisting of females (Experimental and Control), we

find that the standardized iaterality Indices do not seem to tell as nice

a story (form as consistent a picture) as the unstandardized lateraiity

indices . It could be that the basel ine iateraiity indices change from

Phase I to Phase II in such a way that when these changes are controlled

for, as in calculating standardized laterality indices, differences in

laterality caused by the condition are wiped out. That is , one of the

effects of the social status and social comparison variables we are study-

ing may be a changed baseline. If we control for that, we may be missing

a potentially important effect. We do not present an analysis of this

data but, for informational purposes, changes in baseline iaterality

indices from Phase I to Phase II are graphed in Figure 50. Means and

standard deviations are given in Figure 51.
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Figure 51

Baseline Laterality Indices
by Conditiàn, Phase , and Initial Cognitive Mode (SLI)

(Standard Deviation in Parentheses)

Condition Phase I Phase II

Female T1(+) -4.591 -2.523
Control N 7 (1.327) (6.051 )

11(-) 2.154 4.563
N = 9 (4.683) (5.873
Total -0.797 1.463
N 16 (6.717) (6.799)

Female T1(+) -2.090 -9.530
Exper . N = 2 (5.049) (2.477)

Tl (-) 2.033 0.774
j N = 10 (11.056) (10.185)

Total 1.346 -0.943
N = 12 (10.242) (10.075)

Male T1(+) -6.161 -4.027
Control N = 14 (8.059) (14.910)

Tl(-) 5.963 2.027
N = 6 (8.305) (10.291)
Total -2.524 - —2.211
N = 20 (9.751 ) (13.714)

Male T1(+) 5.167 - 

- 3.337
Exper. N = 3 (10.350) 

- 
- (9.000)

Tl(-) 8.812 - 7.934
N = 5 (15.263) (16.317)
Total 7.445 6.210
N 8 (12.934) (13.452)
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